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WitlvMaUce Toward None- - With Charity For
ROY, MORA COUNTY,

Vol. XI.

Old Settlers Picnic
The Old Settler's Picnic at
Pleasant View Thursday was a
decided success and drew a large
crowd from both country and
town in spite of the busy season
which is caused by the immense
crops to be cared for. With
three threshing machines smoking in sight of the picnicgrounds
and a necessarily large contingent prevented from coming the
crowd was still large and enthusiastic.
The Pleasant View People had
erected a large temporary building for the shelter of the people
andalse a refreshmept stand and
all were made comfortable. An
interesting prog: am was render-ecCithe forenoon consisting of
music recitations and speeches
by Col. Reed, Rev. Hall, Rev.
Reara, the
Editor and
Wagner,Mrs.
others. Mrs. L$o
H. Goodman Prof. Wire and
others assisted with musical talent and the forenoon was spent
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The dinner which is always the
main feature of tháse picnics
was fully up to the standard of
these events and the afternoon
was spent in games races, music
and social intercourse.
In the
gave a
people
young
evening the
dance which attracted an even
larger crowd that the day program. The proceeds of the stand
and dance were applied to the
building fund oí the new school
house at Pleasant View.'
Much credit is due the Pleasant
View people for the success of
this event and the Roy peopleare
fully appreciative as shown by
the constant stream of autos and
teams getting the people out and
back.

It

MEXICO. SATURDAY,

NEW- -

The custom of annually setting
asidea day known as Labor Day
has been established by a desire
on the part of the people of the
United States to emphasize the
dignity and importance of all labor. " As good citizens we should
recognize that it is to labor, both
of the hand and the brain that we
owe our marvelous industrial de-elopement and, our, wholesome
prosperity as a nation. Toil of
the hand and toil of the brain are
complments, one to the other,
and one is as important as the
other in tfcaining.Lrd pre:-e- ving
á peoples' welfare. Properly directed labor and thrift are the
greatest moral and material assets
a community or state can jhave;
While idleness and extraxagance
lead to imin and moral degradation. Those who know what it is
to "Eat bread in the sweat of thy
face" make our best citizens.
Now Therefore for the express
purpose of honoring the forces
of labor of which all worthy
Americans form a part, I, William C. McDonald Governor of the
State of New Mexico do hereby
.
proclaim
Monday the 7th Day of September, 1914, as Labor Day.
and a legal holiday in the State of
Mew Mexico. I reeommen d that
it- be universally observed
by
the people as a real holiday; that
business be suspended so far as
practicable; that the children in
our public schools be instructed
hs to the honor and value of labor
and the dangers of idleness to
the end that the efforts of ach
may be more beneficial to all.
i

-

Signed, William C.Mg Donald
Governor,

Attest, Antonio Lucero
Secretary of State
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Tom. A. ,Smith had two horses

The 500 club met and was entertained at the home of Mrs. H
Goodman last Friday, As usual
a most interesting and pleasant
afternoon was spent Mrs. Edith
and stunned another standing Roy held the highest score and
nearby. One.of the 'horses be- Mrs. L. S. Brown the lowest score
longed to Dan Laumbach and Mr. The guests present; were Mrs.
Smith had it there breaking it to McMinmiy, Miss Maud Higgins
and Miss Mary Hern; Dainty
harness, It is a serious but
refreshments were served.- ,
loss.
le

'

No. 32

29. 1914,

This community was shocked
Monday by the news of the
death of Mrs. J. L. Campbell, at
their home six miles east of town.
Mrs, Campbell has been in poor
health since the birth of twin
boys to the family some six weeks
since. Her condition was not reported serious and her death was
quite unexpedted. She was 38
years of age and the mother
of fifteen children. This is one
of the tragedies of life that wring
the hearts of friends. These
children deprived of a mother's
love and care appeal strongly to
the tenderest of human sympa-

thies.

'

The funeralrwas held Monday
at three o'clock at the home conducted by Rev.'Hearne assisted
by a choir from the Christian
Church in Roy,
Interment was made at the
ne w ce metry recently established
6 miles east of town,

Shelby Hubbard Dead
Shelby Hubbard, aged twenty
three, died tt. the homy of his
cousin, Mr. J. L. Campbell, Friday morning, August 28th. He
has been sick for some time and
came to Roy about two months
ago.

.'

Funeral services were held at
the Campbell home Friday afternoon at four o'clock.
Interment was made on the
Campbell homestead six miles
east of Roy.
Russel-Holme-

s

The Revival Meetings which
were commenced a"; the Christian Church lust Sunday by Rev
Ruth assisted by Rev. Hearn
have been well attended chruout
the week despite the busy season
that is keeping evervbody at
work early and late. The meetings have been successful and
four additions were made to the
church the first day and the
encouraged to continue
meetings
next week and prothe
bably the week after. The members of the Christian Church-herare putting forth a herculean effort to aid the evangelists
and their efforts are fully appreciated and admired by all who
come within the influence of the
meetings. Surely this town is
fortunate in being the center of
this revival movement and we
fully realize the effort that is being nade for our good.' Revs.
Hearn aud Ruth are live men
whom it is a pleasure to meet and
know outside of their chosen
work and all appreciate their
mission here.
work-ersrar- e

e

S. S. Convention
The regular convention of the
East Mora County will be held
at Liberty school house Aug.. 30
1914. commencing at 10 A'. M.
PROGRAM
Prayer and song service conducted by
Rev. Ruth.
Rev. Merrit
Sermon
Business session
Recitation
Clifton Downing
Song
Solano School
Song
Nellie Kitchell
Recitation
Ruth Harper
'
Basket Dinner

On last Sunday Bob Holmes
and Miss Mary Russel drove out
to the rosidénce of Rev. R. A.
Price and were married. The
wedding isvthe sequel to a little
Round Table condudted by
romance of their own covering Rev. G. B. Hall
the past two y ears and was rather
Song
Solano School
unexpected as it was the belief Paper
Mrs. Lucas
of their", friends that they were
Song
Mt. Olive School
"Ower young to marry yet",
Georgia Moore
Recitation
The S A- - joins with their many
Duet
Misses Nelson
friends in congratulations. Our Recitation
Bessie Woodard
wish for them is that the holy
Talk
Rev. O. W. Hearne
sentiment that has drawn them , Duet
Mr. and Mrs. Elder
together may hold them through Illustrated song
Inez Hall
life so closely that they may never Paper "Gods Promises"
feel or realize the bonds of duty
Song
Mt. Olive School
or honor or solemn vows that
sometimes are made to take its
Mrs. J. S. Russel and daughter
place when love grows cold.
Phoebe went to El Paso Thursday
Rey. Holmes is reported re- for a visit. The latter will con
covering nicely from his recent suit an expert physician regard-lininjuries and will be out again as
her ar,m which is still troub-inher. They will be absent
soon as the three fractured ribs
'
three weeks or more.
mend.
,

.

.

porary building and platf rom
stand and a grand ball will be
Manuel Pettenghé and family
given next Friday night, Sept. 4th
drove over from Wagon Mound
to which all are invited. ProTuesday and were guests at the
ceeds go to the building fund of
Andy Hern home. Mr, Petten-ghthe new school house.
is manáger of the McArthur
store át. Wagon Mound and a
Lightning Kills Horses
very popular citizen.
killed by lightening Monday
evening at his claim in Palouse
Valley, The animals were standing ont in the rain when the bolt
struck and killed both instantly

AUGUST

Mrs. Campbell Dies Revival Meetings

Labór-Da- y
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m
nominated coadjutor ta the new ti3h b
W
t I V
ep of Treviso.
.
After such an appre Jceshlp It was
LAID !H
not surprising that when the impor
tant see of Mantua became .vacant, in
Sarto
DEATH OF POPE 1884, Leo XIIL chose Giuseppe
to fill the place. It was no easy task PRELATES IN SOLEMN CORTEGE
to which he had been called, for his
PAY LAST TRIBUTE TO
predecessor had allowed discipline to
powers
BELOVED POPE. .
slack. His persuasive
Late Pontiff Had Worthily Fined become
and administrative gifts were tested
to the utmost, bnt be was fully equal
High Position to Which
to the ungrateful task.
He Was Called.
IN ST. PETER'S CHURCH

CIILIOIIIS

Wife Astonished That Husband Didn't
Know That Osteopath Was
Not a Fish.

CRYPT

IS

THE CAPTAIN RIGHT

When Mark Twain was at York
Harbor, Me., an old fisherman, named
Captain Brooks, because one of the
aumorists's best friends. One day
Mark dropped in on the old tar and
said: "Captain Brooks, do you know
whether there is an OBteopath at the

4

,

harbor?"
"Wal." said the old captain, "the'
mebbe, but I ain't never ketched one
yet, and I've been fishin' here nigh
onter forty years."
"Well,' said Mark, "I guess I'll go
and inquire at the drug store."
That .evening when Captain Brooks
reached home, he' told his wife about
it, and she said:
"You're a bright one, Jed Brooks;
that ain't no fish; it's a bird."

nized Bishop Sarto's merits by raising
him to the Sacred College, with the
HIS WISDOM AND STRENGTH title of San Bernardo alle Terme, at a
THOUSANDS WITNESS CEREMONY
consistory held June 15, 1893. At the
AT WHICH CARDINALS
same time he was chosen out of all
History Will Applaud the Sagacity of the, Venetian prelates to fill the pa
FORM 'PROCESSION.
triarchs of Venice.
the Sacred College In the Selec
Summoned to the conclave at
tion of Cardinal Giuseppe
Home,
when he left Venice one blaz6arto to the Chair of
The Dead Pontiff.
morning
ing
in, July he was greeted
St. Peter.
Riese, near Venice. June
Rorn
at
by the pTophetio cry of "Long live the
2. 1835.
Popel" He did not for a moment be
Studied at Riese, Treviso and
Stages of a Career.
The late Pope Plua X. was a native lieve he would not return again.
Knicker What luck has Smith had
Ordained Priest in 1858.
of the little Tillage of Riese, In the
His Election as Pope.
Served as Curate nine years.
he graduated from college?
since
ADDOinted parish priest of Sal- Venetian province of Treviso, which,
Tin Heht inheritance to suc
vm
He severed a connection,
ft
Becker
in 1867.
.
in 1503. gave to the church a pontiff ceed 'such a pontiff as Leo XIII., for sano
Chancellor of Diocese. 187a.
position, and got fired.
a
resigned
Vicar Capitular. 1877.
in. Niccola Bocasini, who assumed in many ways Leo symbolized the old
Bishop of Mantua. 1887.
the triple crown under the name of order. Incarnating, as he did, the aris
Cardinal and Patriarch. of Venice,
Serious Minded.
,
1893.
Benedict XL
to meet a young friend
you
want
ideal of the scholar and the
tocratic
"I
1903.
9,
Elected Pope August
Born June 2, 1835, to a poor and diplomat
19,
1914.
Died, August
M mine. The most serious-mindeRntomhpfl in St. Peter's Church.
of Sarto,
humhie family of
man I know."
There was a great difference of
August 22. 1914.
Pius X. was christened Giuseppe (Jo-- opinion as to the qualifications of
"I haven't any time to waste on
eeph) and known throughout hig life Pope Pius X. for his office. His elecof
Rome, Aug. 24. The entombment
married men."
by the dialect 'equivalent of Giuseppe,
tion, a compromise, was particularly the late Pope Pius X took place Sat"Beppo."
pleasing to Austria, Germany' and urday evening at sunset. The great If you wish beautiful, clear white
The early life of Pope Pius was France, and in these countries, with basilica of St. Peter's was in
;lothes, use Red Cross Bag Blue. At all
Adv.
of
activity.
The district
filled with
A flickering light came good grocers.
the exception of France In recent
only
poverty,
those
Treviso Is one of
years, he was highly commended for from the perpetually burning tapers
New York has turned an east side
who have seen it realizing the strug wisdom and strength.
about the shrine of the apostles and street over to children as a playground
gle for existence that ever prevails.
That diplomacy found no place in the candles in the chapel where tne from three to six o'clock afternoons.
Little Giuseppe Sarto was one of a Pius mind Í3 evidenced by many of catafalque stood.
family of ten. to feed whose hungry his acts.
Those who witnessed the ceremony,
His action toward the
HaDoiness is merely getting what
mouths the father could not earn any- - French government was perfect in in- numbering about one thousand, came you
want and forgetting what you
wage.
thine approaching a "living
Therefore France had all by special invitation and included the lon't.
difference.
This fact suggests what sacrifices the
pope was out of it. diplomatic representatives accredited
' household had to endure to ensure the the trouble and the
to the Holy See, the prelates and memReforms In Church Government.
A bachelor would rather hold a
boy the means of education, finally
Rome aristocracy.
of
the
bers
n
baby.
uuuauiu-tiogirl than a
now
.aposi,om;
ms
Jiamous
secured him through the kindness of
The procession formed in the chapel
as embodying the
considered
was
a parish priest
where for
most sweeping reform ever attempted of the Blessed Sacrament lay
in state.
X
body
Pius
of
Promotions Earned by Merit
the
hours
by a Roman pontiff since the cele
On September 18, 1858, the young brated Council of Trent, in the years
seminarist received his priest's orders from 1545 to 1563, in that it dismissed
in the cathedral of Castel-Francthe entire congregation of the coun
That year was a memorable one for cil, a committee of cardinals charged
Italy. The Question of Italian libera with the interpretation of the Coun
' X' w
' v
,' - ,
tion had been forced to the front by cil of Trent, and placed all affairs In
the attempt of Orsini to assassinate the hands of separate tribunals and
Tells How Lydia E. Pinkham's
Napoleon IIL The diplomats of na courts of appeal.
Vegetable Compound Retions assembled, but the young priest
By virtue of one of his documents,
was not concerned in the movement. known as the "Sapient! Consilio," the
stored Her DaughHe turned his back on the world, and
composing the Roman
congregations
ter's Health.
took up his duties as curate in the Curia of the Catholic church have
pa
"
nf Tombolo.
villa
been completely reformed and the
Plover. Iowa, "From a small child
He was promoted to be parish American hierarchy has been accord
13 year old daughter had female
my
year
priest of Salzano in 1867, only a
ed a recognized voice in the governweakness. 1 spoKe
IIWIIMIl'I'l.'lll.'.M.'.'U'lll.'.WI
(Venice)
after the cession tit Venezia
ment of the church. In fact, all Cath1 to three
r- doctors
h
lived,
pope
to Italy, so that th future
olics outside Italy have been granted
I
did
they
and
about
it
thirty-two
years
of
his
for the firBt
new political standing by the order,
a
any.
her
not
help
life under the Austrian regime in his whereunder 200 bishops, 25,000 priests
Lydia E. Pinkham's
native province.
and 30,000,000 Catholic laymen In the
Vegetable Comp, The able discharge of his office English-speakincountries have their
M
mm' if
been of
ound-had
recommended the pastor of Salzano affairs examined and passed upon ac
great benefit to me,
to the notice of Monsignor Zinelli, at cording to the general law of the
so I decided to have
that time the bishop of the diocese, church and by ten different congre
her give it a trial.
who nominated him to a canonry in gations, Instead of one, as heretofore.
She has taken five
the cathedral of Treviso. This proAnother reform was that effected by
bottles of the Vegemotion was supplemented by be the papal bill requiring the return of
table Compound ac
POPE PIUS X.
stowal of the deanery on Fatner bar sacred music in use by the Román The catafalque was surmounted by thé cording to directions on the bottle and
to and his appointment as episcopal Catholic churches throughout the triple crown and the body of the pope she is cured of this trouble. She was
chancellor. To him also was confided world to Its austere and suave purity. was ' clad in the pontifical robes and all run down when she started taking
the delicate and important charge of And still another bore upon the revi surrounded by the emblems of his the Compound and her periods did not
KDiritnal director to the Seminary of sion of the catechism, a move dear to sacred office." During the course of come, tight She was so poorly and
Treviso, In which college he was like the heart of the late Leo XIII., where- the day many thousands of persons weak that I often had to help her dress
liprself. hut now she ia reemlar and is
wise given a professor s chair and an by instruction In the catechism Is no passed by the bier.
airs.
examinership. Nor did his activities longer regarded, as in years past, as
Saturday evening the bier was re growing strong and neaitny.
Iowa.
as
a
religious
Plover,
basically
Helvig,
was
chosen
of
adjunct
a
Martin
he
for
the
platform
end here,
moved and placed on a' low
judge in the capitular ecclesiastical education, but is now held to replace on wheels. At the gates of the chapel
Hundreds of such letters expressing
.viocourt, and finally was appointed vicar everything mother, the schoolmaster, the arch priest of the basilica,-igratitude
for the good Lydia E. Pinkthe general mental environment . let robes and surrounded by. the chap ham's Vegetable Compound has accomgeneral of the diocese.
Pone Plus was in every respect a ter, joined the procession.
plished are constantly being received,
Famous as a Preacher.
trou
peace,
clerical
and
held
the
man
cross
of
jewelled
all
these
recipient
a
of
Meantime, the
proving the reliability of this grand old
First carné
during the, áléft, then the cardinals and high pre- remedy.
Portugal
Spain
and
in
bles
reputa
great
a
winning
was
dignities
greatly affected lates, each carryinga candle. In the
tion as a preacher. His sermons, ai latter years of his life
If you are ill do not drag along and
Spain
and. Portugal, center of. the procession was .me uici,
When
health.
his
thoueh delivered extempore, were dlsto suffer day in and day out but
continue
' tinguished for both learning and elo following the lead pf France, broke the cortege passing amid the kneeling
talca
Lvdia E. Pinkham's Vege- to
crowd, whilethrough the vast and . table Compound, a woman's remedy for
quence. Yet it Is probable tnat tne away from the church, he refused
and holy take any decisive action against them. silent churcn was heard the Miserere, woman's ills:
xamnle of his
This nollcy of peace earned for sung by the Sistine choir.
ser
eloquent
most
life preached the
church's
If yon want special advice write to
The solemn cortege marched into
mon of all. During tne interregnum Pppe Pius X. the love of thewill make
r
Ata P.PinVTmm Medicine Co. f confi
and
over
world
the
that sunervened on the death of Mons. devotees
the crypt, where the body of PiU3 X
'
will
posterity
memory
Lynn, Mass. lour letter will
dential)
one
that
his
to
wilf have its final resting place.
Zinelli, it fell to the
great prelate In the
be opened, read and answered by a
administer the diocese, and this he did honor as that of a
vom&n and held In strict eoo&dence
with such notable skill that h was history of Catholicism,
)
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Officers and Stockholders

Roy Telephone Company
J.J.

,

H. B. JONES, President.
C. L. JUSTICE. Cashieb.
Dr. F. B.EVANS.'
; IGNACIO MAESTAS.
C. E. MoGINNIS. Attorney.
" '
.
W. H. WQV A. .,
Directors.

Taylor, Mgr.
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Now connected with Solano and Mosquero, on the South.
Mills, Abbott, Jaritas Chico, Taylor and Springer,
,
v,
on the North
.
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Now. is the time that you

Connected with all Bell Long Distance
Telephone Lines
Do your business by phone and

Realize on your season's work.
As you sell your grain, stock,
Or produce, place your money
On open account with a reliable Bank.

get your answer at same

time and save telegraphic delays.

A

Office and EXCHANGES AT

ROY, N. M.
$1.50

Local Buiinet
$2.50 per m

Private Line
$3.00 per mo.

Local Resideace

'per mo.

Pay your bills by check, which
Makes the best kind of receipt,
And avoid the worry and danger
Attending the carrying of large
V
Sums of money.

Csr.

Li

.

n

We offer the best security with
Liberal rates of interest on

PERSONAL andf KANSAS VALLEY
( OOOOOOCOCXDOOO
LOCAL
Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Ogden.Mr.
and Mrs. Geo. Lucas, Mrs, Ella
Romine and Mr. W Fred Og den
'
Mrs. Dorothy Hickle and
Sunday dindaughter were in town Tuesday were entertained to
ner at the L. A. Brown home.
from their home on the claim 8
miles east. Mrs' Hickle is one
Mrs. D. Ella Romine:. of Roy
of
homesteaders
pioneer
of the
paid a farewell visit to Mesdames
this mesa and she and her child- Brown and Woods the first of the
ren have made a record as pio- week before returning to Kansas
neers that they may well be
S. F Davis and sons are harproud of.
vesting their cane crop. The
TJie threshing crews on the crops of this valley are so large
mesa áre still being delayed by and abundant the farmers are
the rains hat stop them every having hard work harvesting.
few days but it spite of that they
Lee Davis and family of Clyde
are getting well along with the Okla. are roturning to
their New
threshing. The Company machMexico home. They left here a- ine is up in Palouse Valley anjl
bout a year ago and have found
doing tine work, The new
no place which is more desirable
out at Davis & Sons
that this, many friends will welthreshing their 300 acre field this
come them back.
week and Steinbaugh is still
thresning" at Mosquero where he Roy Beard of Clyde Okla re
has work enough to keep him at turned home last week.
home this season. The little
v
thresher is not out this year as Emmet Blubaugh of Wichita
there was. no suitable engine Kansas is here looking after his
with which to run it and the field ranch and wheat crop.
is fairly well filled anyway.
Mrs, Ogden atd Mrs. Lucas
were the guesty of Mrs.- S. F.
Dickens' Fad for Jewelry.
The eccentricities of Dickens includDayis Monday,
Ma-chine-

-

ed an exceeding fondness for gaudy
jewelry, of which he wore a great
Mr. andMrs. J. M. Beard enquantity. Not only were his, fingers
covered With a considerable number tertained to Sunday dinner S. F
of rings brilliantly set, but his .per- Dávis and family, Charles Davis
son ,, was adorned with all kinds of and family, and H. F. Davis and
flashy gems. He specially delighted in
his two watches, one in each lower family.
pocket of his waistcoat, across which
Mr. and Mrs, Jesse Johnson
stretched a huge chain. The Sunday
Magazine.

'

Time deposits.

Roy 'Trust and
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Mending a Broken sVase.
A beautiful little white .vase was
broken, in many places. After putting

New Kind of Ashes.
Little Laura "Mamma, what kind
of ashes Is satin ashes?" Mamma "I
it together carefully, the owner-knottenever heard of them, dear." Little
green raffia about and it 'was very Laura "Well, in my Sunday school
pretty still. The idea will apply to lesson it says: 'And the king of Nimany' chipped and cracked pieces of neveh covered himself with sackcloth
pottery.
and sat in ashes!"'

EG

is

.

were the pleasant, guests of the
Messrs.. Wright Sunday.
J. M. Beard has errected anicr
granary on his ranch; invitations
are out for a dance Saturday

Small Fish Prey on Mosquitoes.
The one way to prevent mosquitoes
from jiultiplying In pools that can
not be drained is to place small fish
in these pools. It is only the very evening in the new building.,
small fish that make them their prey
L. A. Brown made a business
in all stages of their development
Consequently the presence of large trip to Hoy Monday:
fish in any lake or pond is a positive
injury instead of a benefit so far as
Much the, Better Policy. .
mnsnuitoes are concerned, because al
many
Too
persons are tempted to
the,
prey
of.
most all large fish make a
exercise
themselves
unto resignation
email ones...... ,..., ........
when they should put forth their best
efforts towards resistance.
--

.
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Samson Windmills
Stock and Storage Tanks
Deep WeU Pumps
Gas Pibe and Fittings
Working Barrels and CylindersWell Casing Safety Flues
The Best Cream Separators made
Sold on Monthly Payments .
Wagorá and Farm Machinery
Gasoline Pumping Engines
-

;
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Throw Away
your

GERr.lAll ARTILLERY TRAVERSING ROUGH COUNTRY

your complexion troubles with
j
puntt . no neeat oif euner
powaer

6

.

when you use pure, harmless

A
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t
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Pomade

"
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"The ALL DAY BEAUTY POWDER"
At all dealers or bjr mail 50c.

Zona Co., Wichita. Kansas

DEFIANCE STARCH
v
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Does Not Stick to the Iron
and it will not injurs the finest fabric For
laundry purpose sit has no equal. 16 ox.
package 10c 3 more starch for same money.
'
DEFIANCE STARCH CO, Omaha. Nebraska

it

KAISER IGNORES

THE VAR DAY BY DAY

BATTLE RAGES

How it Happened.
:
Kellogg
was always teasing his
Mr.
wife; it was strange that she did not
ofiener suspect the pitfalls he prepared for her. This time he ' came
home to dinner and said, gravely:
"Young White's wife gave it to him
hot and heavy this morning." "
The Whites had been married but a
few months, and Mrs. Kellogg promptly scented a scandal.
"Fighting already? How dreadful!"
she continued. "Tell mé about it."
"Oh, she just gave him one of the
biscuits she made for breakfast," replied her husband. Youth's Compan.

JaDanesa Ambassador Chin- U. S. that a formal declara

Aue. 23.
da notified
tion of war asralnst Germany had been
Issued. Groat Britain and France will
share equally in a loan of $100.000.000
to Belgium, ureat demonstrations ai
Tokio were held in the streets, followALLIED ARMIES PLAN TO FLANK ing announcement that Japan had declared war on Germany. U. S. AmbasGERMANS ADVANCING ALONG
sador at Berlin asked to take over affairs of Japanese government. The
FIFTY- - MILE FRONT.
great battle opened along the French
frontier, .the German army extending
from Mons to Luxemburg, and the
British forces from Lille to Verdan.
At Shanghai it was stated the Mikafleet was on the way to Tslng-Ta- u
FIRE AT GATES TO PARIS do's
and early bombardment expected. Reported at Rome that several Austrian
warships had been sunk in the Adriatic. Steamer Vaterland leaves Rotterdam with 3,000 Americans caught in
NAMUR AND CHARLEROI STAND Germany when war broke out.
Aug. 22. K a s e r ignores Japan's
ASSAULT. TRAPS LAID FOR
ultimatum. Envoy quits Berlin post.
A London dispatch says Germany capINVADING GERMANS.
tured Ghent, Bruges and Ostend, and
that Charleroi Is crumbling before the
German fire. French forces reported at
Lille and Verdun to protect frontier.
Along
Aug.
24.
Paris,
a great arc ol At Namur a small garrison is resisting
attack. A Nish dis
fifty miles, curving through the heart an overwhelming
patch says .the Servians killed ana
Belgium,
guns
crashing
are
in the wounded 25,000 Austrlans in the battle
of
along the Drina, and took 10,000 more
battle oí the millions.
prisoners. English and German1 forces
The French, English and Belgians clash at Waterloo.

AT FRENCH UNE

JAP ULTIMATUM
FORMAL DECLARATION

DECLARED ON GERMANY1
BY MIKADO."

with the
tremendous masses of the Kaiser.
In the centre of the great battle-lin- e
reaching from Mona on the north,
just a few miles from the French frontier, down to the borders of Luxemburg, the forts of Charleroi and
are answering the furious cannonading of the huge German siege
guns. The roar of the battle is heard
for miles oVer the French frontier. Already ambulances are reaching the
border villages with dead and wounded. Official announcement of the
great engagement was made last night
from the French war office. Owing to
the enormous extent, of the front and
the tremendous forces engaged, news
of the battle's course Is unobtainable.
The French and English line is known
td extend from Lille to Verdun in the
south, facing the enemy.
The entire German army both active and reserves, is fighting. The main
attack of the defenders is directed at
the center of the German line toward
Charleroi. They hope to crush the advance, flank the enemy, and crumble
them back over the' razed districts
they have taken on their rush through
Liege. The reported occupation of
Ghent and Bruges to thev north of
Brussels cannt be confirmed. Their
fate is unknown. '
Thousands are fleeing in terror from
Ostend. Channel boats are crowded
refugees seeking
with
safety in England. Preparations have
been made to raze the wireless stations and mine the approaches to the
town.
An Antwerp dispatch has it that, the
Germans have abandoned their advance it northern Belgium and that
apprehension has been allayed in the
temporary coast capital.
French repulses are admitted. The
French troops have abandoned their
assaults on the Germans holding the
Eonon and Saales passes on the way
to Strássburg in Alsace.' Bloody fighting is reported to have occurred at
Luttre, and a battle raged ia Hainiult.
Russian reports are that the',' Cossacks are pursuing the,. Germans '.and
have captured Ia'sterlur. Germany.'
, death-grappl-

-

panic-stricke- n

.
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ion.
Self-Betraya-

MIKADO'S. AGENTS

DECLARE

HE

WILL CARRY OUT HIS
PROMISES.

Weitern Newspaper Union News Service.

Tokio,

Aug.

24. Germany having
failed to reply within the time limit
to Japan's ultimatum that she surrender
the Japanese government Sunday afternoon ordered the beginning of operations on land and sea.
The time limit on the ultimatum expired at noon.
The imperial rescript declaring war
upon Germany was issued last evening. It officially Inaugurates hostilities in the Far East as a result of
Germany's failure to reply to the Japan ultimatum.
Cheering crowd's assembled before
the buildings occupied by the department of foreign affairs and the administration of the navy.
Count Von Rex, the German ambassador, has been handed his passports.
H? probably will leave for America
either on the Minnesota, sailing Aug.
27, or the Manchuria, which departs
Aug. 29. George W. Gutherie, the
American ambassador, will represent
Germany.
The diet has been called
in special session for Sept. 3.
No action yet has been taken relative to Austria, and the foreign office has explained that Japan will remain friendly unless Austria adopts
an attitude which it regards as
Kiaó-Cho-

e

Na-m-

'

WAR ON LAND AND SEA

1

are locked in

OF WAR

Aug. 21. Germans bombard Namur.
Bursting shells spread death
and ruin in Belgian fortress. Germans
occupy Brussels.
Serbs rout 150,000

battle
Austrian soldiers after four-da- y
near Losnitza. French win clash along
Bouth.
turn
the Swiss frontier, and then
United States outlines to Japan its position on ultimatum to Germany, holding Tokio ruler to pledges. War tax
of $40,000,000 levied on Brussels and.
an additional $10,000,000 demanded by
Germans on province of Liege.

Aug. 20. Germans occupy Brussels
as the Kaiser's army marches on Antwerp.
French claim series of successes over Germans in Alsace. Germans whip Belgians at Aerschot, after
hundreds are lost in allies' ranks. Rusd
sia and Austria struggling in
contest on the frontier. Kaiser says he will fight Japan to last
ditch in effort to hold place in Orient.
Japanese ultimatum to Germany explained in official message to United
United States charters ninp
States.
steamers to bring Americans -home
I
from Europe.
evenly-matche-

Aug. 19. German battle line sweeping toward French frontier. Formidable Liege forts have fallen, is report.
Belgian capital the stepping stone to
Paris, trembles before Kaiser's victorious march. Fighting in progress all
along the entire front. Japan's embassy in Berlin under guard as war or
der seems near. French drag cannon
to Strassburg doors, expected to prove
"Liege of the South." Along the Servian frontier, where the Save river
crosses. 3,000 Austrlans fall in battle.

offensive.

Aug. 18. Germany reported to have
demolished the Liege forts
a genj
eral advance has begun which maiks
the opening of greatest battle in
world's history., with the fighting lino
200 miles long.
British land 100,000
men in France. French commander-saythe execution by French artillery
has been frightful.
German crown
prince is seriously wounded at
Wilson's plea for neutrality
arouses Americans to critical status of
nation. Fifteen thousand Austrlans reported killed near Sabac.

ad

It is reported here that Germany
has been trying to transfer the German railroad in Shantung, China, to
America. - Tokio believes, however,
that the United States, pursuing the
policy of neutrality outlined by President Wilson's announcement of neutrality, has greatly pleased the Japanese.
Premier Okuma states that docuAug. 17. State of siege proclaimed
in Bulgaria. French lose heavily in mentary evidence will show that EngGerman advance over Belgium to the land not only
requested Japan's asborder. Belgian capital moved to Antwerp, fearing capture. London, astoundsistance, but approved her entire
ed oy attack of one million Germans. program.
Fiench continue advance into
Czar promises Jews equal
political rights with other citizens
Four Austrian warships destroyed by
Washington. The Japanese emFrench in Adriatic Sea. Turkey adJapan bassy announced here Saturday night
vances toward Greek border.
reassures United States Interests will
no answer had been received in
be protected.. President Wilson's offer that
of mediation acknowledged by Kaiser. Tokio relative to the ultimatum is
Italian troops mobilize along Austrian sued,
week ago by Japan to the
frontier.
Kaiser.
The Germans declare the Cossacks
A high f panesa diplomat said that
were shattered and routed in great
next heard' on the question would
the
disorder and "that 8,000 of them
booming of big guns outsida
the
;be
runs were captured.
o: Kiao enow.

l.

in a reiorm speecn in imanas, juage
Hiram S. Colby said:
."Our opponents, too, talk about reform now. They have become very
virtuous indeed. But they can't help
giving themselves away, like the old
' .
auntie, unconsciously?
" 'My old man,' said the old auntie,
'is so fond of chicken that if he
couldn't get it no other way he he'd
buy it!1"
His Bait.

"They told me to use a live frog for
bait," said the stranger, "but I've been
here all day and haven't' had a bite
yet." -t
"I eckonnot, suh," said the old
frog hez
"De
Georgia darkey.
swlmmed'ter a loe wid vo' hook an'
line, an' in sfittin' cross-le- e
on de loe a-lookin' at you!" Atlanta Constitution.

r

The more a wise woman thinks the
less she is likely to say.

Summer Day
Call for a dainty,
wholesome food such
as

Post
Toasties

s

with cream.
There'slitilework.and
much satisfaction in every
package of these crisp
bits of perfectly cooked
and toasted Indian Com.

;

,

Alsace-Lorraine-

.

and-eigh-

t

Appetizing flavour,
substantial nourishment
and convenience ot serving are all found in Post
;
Toasties.
.

s
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at my ranch, Í6 miles NORTH of ROY,

9 miles

of Mills, N. M.v on

North-ea- st

ajwday, September
The Following described property
H

to-w- it

ÍP

H

worse
or
Bay

3jx Head
1

14
TT

T7

Stallion 4 yrs. old,
mare 1 1 yrs. old,
weight 1,150 lbs. Colt at side., 2- - year-ol- d
Draft mare, weight 1,000 lbs.
aged mare, 1
d
saddle mare;
two-yr-ol-

V

H:

V

a

TI

n n

3 good milch cows, 2 yearling steers, 1 heiffer.'a--- ÜJ
One Cüood Brood Sow
,

'

Wolf

Win

:

i

riMTnnniiir

rrmi

uHwwim ff wi Ailing iTittuiiic, ijiuucuaiicr
arllirilOklirtoa
Wagon. Milwaukee Mower.
Corn nlanter.
J
Riding moldboard plow
cultivator, 3 section Harrow, 2 1:2 HP.
Gasoline engine with Pump jack, new, 25 barrel water tank, good as new,
2 good sets of work harness.
i-- ri

2-ro-

5-to-

w

oth

o

nay a
Oats, 100 bushels wheat.

Aft fMC

f Ha

CÍA

160 acres ?ood corn in field.

Household and kitchen furniture, other articles too numerous to mention.
It

ífTTlSé

All sums of s 10.00 and under. Cash in hand. On Suma over $10.00. credit nf
niotbis tinie win be given, purchaser giving bankable note or approved security,

ryivt

lUlU ntlVU UUW.

11

UUl

UIU

TV

1111 UUW IU UIOIT

A

tf

UllClC.
pl bbllli
No property

from date of sale. A discount of 6 percent will be given for cash on all sums over $10.00.
'
be removed until fettled for.
.

Col

EO WMteiAuct

R W Eáton Clerk

L
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PRINCE OSCAR, KAISER'S FIFTH SON

v

The great war In Europe has cut
Bbort the honeymoon of Prince Oscar,
4
the fifth son of the kaiser, and his
, ' tf
countess. The prince was married recently to Countess Basewltz, daughter
of Count Basewltz-LevetzoPrince Oscar, 1b a captain of the
Potsdam foot guards, and was born
on July 27, 1888.
He received the
usual rigorous military Instruction in
his early yearB, as did his other
brothers.
Prince Oscar first became acquainted with hla bride when she was
In attendance upon his mother, the
kaiserln, as a maid of honor. His interest in the countess attracted the
notice of the kaiser, and shortly afterward she left the royal entourage and
returned to her home in Mecklenburg.
At first the emperor 1b said to
have been resolutely opposed to his
son's desire to marry the countess,
thus breaking the tradition of the
royal family by marrying beneath his
rank. The emperor finally consented to the match and the engagement was
officially announced from the royal palace on May 26, of this year. It Is understood that the consent of the kaiser was obtained only through the intercession of the kaiserln.
,
In accordance with tradition, the kaiser conferred upon the countess a
higher rank than that she
to by her birth, although she will never
be able to call herself a princess of Prussia or enjoy all the privileges of the
royal family. The consent of the kaiser was necessary to the ceremony, as,
upon attaining his majority, Prince Oscar had to agree in writing, like the
other members of the Hohenzollern family, not to marry without the approval
;
of the kaiser.
v

.
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Washington and Boston Connected by a Subway
At last Washington and Boston are connected by a
rather startling, is it not? A very few knew such a project was under way. It is not a great big tunnel, however, and isiiot

WASHINGTON.

designed for passengers and freight,
but is for the telephone lines Detween
these two citiestand the hundreds of
Intermediate points.
The crying necessity for this subway was emphasized at the time of
the inauguration of President Taft In
1909 when ,the national capital was
cut off from communication with the
outside world for several hours by a
severe sleet storm. The interruption
in the- service caused the telephone
MO MORE Of TH5
Tnnnnifs a heaw loss In revenues
as well as In expenses for repairs, and plans were made during those awful
hours for Just exactly such a subway as is now being completed.
It has been found much cheaper to dig a trench for the wires than to
string them over a line of poles, and the economy has been emphasized by
the shortage of timber suitable for telephone poles, and then the very great
advantage is that service can never be interrupted by storma as the overhead
wires are,. It la said that along each cable It is possible to conduct 99 teleAUSTRO-HUNGARIAHEIR TO
N
phone conversations at once and to send, at the same time, 296 telegraph
THRONE
messages.
which crawls along the right
Since the tragedy by which Arch- r In building the subway a trench was used
way, leaving a trough large enough for the cables. Wherever streams were
duke Francis Ferdinand, heir appar- of
crossed the conduits are carried through creosoted ducts suspended from the
ent to the
only used in
was removed by an assassin in Bos- bridges, or else in pipes which cross on the bridges. Pipes are
places where the bridges are liable to be submerged by spring freshets. At
nia, a remarkable
phase of the
away and la liable to
changed conditions is the wave of ordinary crossings , iron is not. used, because it rusts
'
popularity now raging about his young cause short circuit and to break down in the course of time.
nephew, who suddenly finds himself
confronted with the prospect of 'soon Monkeys Enlivened
Mrs. N. Longworth's Dinner
being emperor of Austria and king of
Hungary. Mi
r
people who are prominent in the official life of Washington do not
As the new" heir apparent; ArchTHOSE
alhave the privilege of selecting their own pets. Many come to
duke Carl Francis Joseph, appears
ready to have won a more affection- them in the shape of "freak" gifts from all over the world, and often prove
ate regard from his people than his an ' embarrassment because they are
uncle had, and quite as warm a place alive and cannot be stored away in
(
in the hearts of many as his great-uncl- some safe and secure place, to be
enjoys. Everybody seems proud taken out only on occasion.
of him and confident of his future
Thus it happened that Mrs. Nich
'
success as a ruler.
olas Longworth, the daughter of foryears of age he mer President Roosevelt,- and wife of
At twenty-sevefinds himself with little more than a the distinguished OV'o representative,
military training. He was only a had presented ' to her among many
Junior regimental officer when the other gifts, two little monkeys, who
news of his uncle's death reached him. lost no mite in sustaining their repuwas most popular among his com- tation for mischievous 'antics, and
and
He began as a cavalry lieutenant
highness
and future monarch was in they kept the Longworth household
Imperial
an
rades, who never felt' that
their corps. He performed his duties with the utmost exactness and was In a panic as to what was going to happen next They were too nimble and
quick to be punished for the evil of their ways, and so, week in and week
JuBt as punctilious in hia behavior to the senior officers as any young subaltern. No duty was too small. He carried out the routine Work most care- out the monkeys had a lovely time of It. When Mr. and Mrs. Longworth
fully and when he heard of his young comrades grumbling would merely say, entertained, the little creatures were shut up behind lock and key.
This had always . insured the success of a party, without any disturbing
"What do you expectorders are orders?"
interruptions, until one fateful night when Mrs. Longworth looked up, to discover a monkey grinning at her from the top of a picture. It was only a
A REGULAR BOOKWORM
second until the other oAe climbed up the corner of the cloth, and snatched
guests. His partner In crime
a few nuts from some of the
leaped from the picture and perched himself upon the shoulder of a guest,
Representative - Gordon Lee of
and the details of what followed are not laid down In the directions given
Georgia is something like the measles
to polite society as to how to, entertain.
in his talent for "breaking out." A
"But," laughed a guest not long ago, "I shall never forget how utterly
few weeks ago he lingered in his offunny it was, nor how we all enjoyed it. Just as soon as we were assured the
fice until the dewy shades' of evening
monkeys would not eat us." gathered over' the restaurant across
open
to
the
the way. When be tried
door, It had slipped the .bolt, and Lee
Senator Smith Names Hotter Place Than Capital
was a prisoner.
Banging and calling did no good,
for the legislative halls seemed deno terrors for Senator Mark Smith of Arizona, though he ug-- i
HEAT has the
serted. By the feelings far down in
other night there was prospect that the members of the
his stomach he knew' it was time for
senate might set overheated and cut short the session. Senator Smith lives
dinner. The shadows began to creep
In a hot country that is hot.
over the table and he thought it time
"Turna, Ariz., Is said to be the
fTTas
to say at least "Ishkabibble," if not
place in the United States,"
hottest
express himself in stronger language.
remarked Senator Smith. "I don't
Unless he wanted to remain over
think I ever saw the thermometer
night a prisoner in the midst of luxhigher than 125 degrees, but, bless
ury, Lee knew It was up to him to do
JO
you, there's a hotter place In Califorsomething. , There was a door opening
than Yuma. Down on the shores
nia
into a committee room which commuof
Saltón sea, where it, la 180 feet
the
nicated with this, but a bookcase was
below the sea level, I have seen the
reared against it. Lee pulled that out,
mercury at 116 degrees at one o'clock
opened the door, and there in the
In the norning. But neither at Yuma
other room was another case of huge proportions. So he pushed out one
nor in the Saltón sea is the weather
row of books and began to squeeze through. Tipping the scales at 240, Lee so oppressive
when
the
registers
its highest as It Is in Washthermometer
Is no featherweight, and it was surely some sight t6 Bee him squirming ington at this
time.
through but only the brave deserve the dinnerand Lee got home in time
"There isn't a drop of humidity In Yuma, and 125 .degrees there Is not
for ti sow
more burdensome than 98 degrees. In this. city."
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Business Cards
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Dr. S: Locke, D. D. S.

of

Will be in ROY SOON
to do your Dental work.
Watch this Space For
Dates-Depend- able

Work at Reasonable Prices.

Everbody Heds
THE jOURNAL Tucumcari Hospital
Modern Equipment,

Why? Because it Prints
Today's News Today
and Lots of it. And because it is independent
in politics and wears the
collar of no political par-

Largest

TUCUMCARI,
". "
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Postmaster Wm. G. Johnson
and family were at Ratón this
week visiting' at the home of his
law. Wm. King and
fampy. They report a fine time
and the Kings prospering and
happy in their new home.
n

Remigio Lopezand family came
down from Dawson Sunday and
will go out to the ranch on the
Tequezpuite to visit for a time.

Mr. Lopez has been working in
the big Company store at Dawson
and is taking a much needed vacation. Miss Lola has grown almost into a young lady during
their absence. We are glad to
welcome them back - to Roy and
trust affairs may be so arranged
that ttwy may remain here in the

the great st t3 fair haby contest
at Albuquerque October 5 to 10
Entry cards are now being distributed and may be had by addressing either Mrs. S.Klockor
Mrs John VV. Wilson, Albuquerque. Your fkby may win one of
the big cash prices, or one of the
handsome premiums offered for

N. M.

ty.

60 cts.

A

f

MONTH

THE ROY

BARBER SHOP
C. A. ARMOUR,

Albuquerque
Morning Journal

Prop.

New Bath Room and
.

up-t- o

date Fixtures.
A modern Barber Shop.

X1 e Weekly in Northeastern New Mexico
Best

$1.50 PER YEAR
A. L.
Hanson,
Deputy State Game Warden

.

Hunting Licenses Executed

S--

Everybody desiring to carry a gun for any purpose
new man out on Rout 1 East1 of
must secure a Hunting License whether he hunts on
Kansas Lake We are glad to see
type
his
settling'here.
men of
fj his own property or elsewhere.
who
kind
will
the
is
the
help
He
other hustlers improve the
No Middle Course.
Kindness is indispensable to your
relations with men; if you are not
kind to a man, then you are hostile w
him, and you invite hostility in him.
Leo Tolstci.

EVER ; HERALD

News of the World by Associated Press Leased Wire.
News of New Mexico and Eastern Arizona by Special Correspondents.
'
.
'
Daily Stock Market Quotations. Including Cattle, Sheep, Hogs,
Hay and Grain.
FAIR IN POLITICS; DEMOCRATIC IN PRINCIPLE.
-

ALL THE NEWS THE DAY IT HAPPENS

ALL THE NEWS THE WAY IT HAPPENS

Favorable train service places the REGULAR EDITION of Cat
Albuquerque Evening Herald in most parts of the state ahead of
every other daily paper.

TliEEVED
50 Cents per f.lonth

SPANISH-AMERICA- N

F.J.Lukasek called to subscribe
Tuesday, He is the
for the

READ THE

ALBUQUERQUE,

TAECE THE

winning children under 3 years
old. A committee of physicians
famous for their studies of child
life, will make a detailed report
of the physical condition of every
child entered in the contest.

future.

ALBUQUERQUE

:

Do you know the line points of
y o u v q w n ba by ? I f you do not,
and care to, entr r the (hiM in

PERSONALS

brother-i-

O

:

',

Teeth Extracted Without Pain.

ij

M

Drs. Noble & Doughty,

BY MAIL

Office with Dr. M. D. GIBBS.

Coil in N.,
Graduate Nurses.

X-R-

IIEWILD

NEW MEXICO.

-

Q5.6Ó per Yenr

Does

the

Work of the Sun.

Carpet manufacturers in Europe,
who formerly had to send samples of
their product to southern countries to
qualities, now
test their
quartz lamp for
use the mercury-vapo- r
that purpose, its ultraviolet rays having even greater power to fade
than the sun Popular Mechanics. .
sun-resisti-

dye-stuf-

me Oriental

Hotel,

Mrs. S. Tyler,
Proprietress

'

New Management,

Best of Service.
Reasonable Rates.

fs

Lost Water of Rome.
It is general belief there is some
ground for the story that some of the
water that supplied the houses in ancient Rome still flows In underground
channels.
.

i

Tuning JFork In Surgery.
A brand new use has been found for
the tuning fork. The little Instrument which has for centuries been
used to give musicians the correct
pitch is being found of great service
in the diagnosis of disease. So valuable has it proved that it promises
soon to take its place beside the stethoscope and thermometer as an essential part of every good physician's
equipment
Nothing It Depicab!e. .
In living among .men, one must not
despise any personalities no matter
how really debased, miserable or
(
Schopenhauer.

ludí-trou- s.

ohe Variety
Machine

Works,

C. E Anderson 8l Sons. Propr'e.
Well Equipped with Power Machinery
for all kinds of Shop work

General Blacksmithing,
Engine and Automobile Work,

Wagon and Carriage Work
'
a Specialty.
Horse Shoeing, Pump and
Band-saand Planer
Work..
y y.
Pipe-Fittin-

g.

w

"

All Work
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THE SPANISH AMERICAN.
n. woman
morning you will leave Bellagglo for prevent us from doing mean or sor- DOtnerea mv neafl anrmt
IflaVi
TTo1
o trnnA
norhana
Varenna. Somewhere between nine did acts; and you could not do one or
and ten the first train leaves for the other if you tried. The sentiment came and went as I pleased. And
Milan."
in ' you which should be developed then I met Nora."
í
:
"Yea."
"Varenna! Milan!,
.
1
only
Exactly. You speak English as
mercy
"If
she'd
been stand-offisV
"Is
like
naturally and fluently as If you were
these other singers, why, I'd have been
all right today. Bufshe's such a brick!
born to the tongue. Thus, you will the right or wrong of a thing."
Yeave for Milan. What becomes of
"Padre, I have eyes, eyes; I saw." She's such a good fellow! She treats
you after that is of no consequence
He twirled the lhiddle button of his us all, alike; sings when we aBk her
to me. Am I making myself clear 7"
cassock." The eyes see and the ears to; always ready for a romp. Think
"Verdampt! Do I believe my ears?" hear, but these are only witnesses, of her making us all take the Kneip-cur- e
furiously. "Are you telling me to leave laying the matter before the court of
the other night! And we marched
Bellagglo tomorrow morning?"
the last resort, which is the mind. It around the fountain singing 'Mary had
m mm
i
"As directly as I can."
is there we slft the evidence."
a little lamb.' Barefooted In the grass!
Herr Rosen's face became as red
"He had the Insufferable insolence When a man marries he doesn't want
as his name. He was a brave young to order Herr, Rosen. to leave," going a wife half so much as a good comman, but there was danger of an act- around the barrier of his
rade; somebody to slap him on the
ive kind in the blue eyes boring into logic.
back In the morning to hearten him
"Ah! Now, how could hepend away up for the day's work; and to cuddle
his own. If it came to a physical contest,, he realized that he would get the Herr Rosen if that gentleman had him up when he comes home tired, '
worst of it He put his hand to his really preferred to stay?"
or disappointed, or unsuccessful. No
Nora looked confused.
throat; his very impotence was. chok
matter what mood he's in. Is my
ing him.
"Shall I tell you? I suspected; bo English getting away from you?"
'
I questioned him last night Had I
"Your Highness . . 7'
"Nor I understand all you say." Her
"Highness!"
Herr Rosen stepped been in his place, I should have chas- hand rested a trifle heavier upon his
tised Herr Roeen instead of bidding shoulder.
fvrTvrxrVA
back"Yes. Your Highness will readily him be gone. It was he."
hi
"Nora would be that kind of a wife.
"Positively. The men who guarded 'Honor, anger, valor, fire,' ae Stevensee the wisdom of my concern for
your hasty departure when I add that you were two actors from one of the son says. Hang the picture; what am
He did not come to ' Ver- I going to do with it?"
I know all about the little house in theaters.
Versailles, that my knowledge is sailles because he was being watched.
" 'Honor, anger, valor, fire " Celeste
shared by the chief of the Parisian He was found and sent home the night repeated slowly. "Yes, that la Nora."
13
police and the minister of war. If before your release." '
CHAPTER XI Continued.
A bitter little smile moved her lips as
"I'm sorry. But it was so like him." she recalled the happenings of the last
Nora, without relaxing the false you annoy Miss Harrigan with your
The padre spread hie hands. "What two days. But no; he must find out
smile, suddenly found emptiness In equivocal attentions
,
too
much!"
way
women have of modifying either for himself; he must meet the hurt
is
This
a
"Gott!
,
everything.
'Walt! I am stronger than you good or bad Impulses! It would have from Nora, not from her. "How long.
"Sing!" said Herr Rosen.
J ouuie- uiuer
l mm iuo Ifurea,
.IV.. uiuo. are. Do not make me force you to been fine of you to have stopped when Abbott, have you known your friend
.He did not press her. Instead, he hear me to the end. , You have gone you said you wefe sorry."
Mr. Courtlandt?"
whispered in his own tongue: "You about this intrigue like a blackguard,
"Padre, one would believe that you
"Boys together," playing a light tat
are the most adorable wbman in the and that I know Your Highness not to had taken up his defense!"
too with his mahlstlck.
world!"
'
"If I had I should have to leave it
be. The matter Is, you are young, you
'How old is he?'
And Nor turned upon him a pair have always had your way, you have after today. I return to Rome tomorthirty-twor three."
"About
of eyes blank with astonishment. It not learnt restraint Your presence row and shall not see you again bevery
rich?"
"He is
was as though she had been asleep here is an insult to Miss Harrigan, fore you go to America. I have bidmoney; throws it away.
"Oceans-o- f
you
this den good-band he had rudely awakened her. and If she was pleasant to.
to all save you. My child,
to get rid of it"
enough
not
fast
but
His Infatuation blinded him to the afternoon it was for my benefit. If my last admonition Is, be patient; obyou say in English
what
is
"He
truth; he saw in thé look a feminine you do not go, I shall expose you." serve; guard against that impulse wild?"
,
deBire to throw the others off the Courtlandt opened the gate.
born in your blood to move hastily,
gravity, "I
mock
with
"Well,"
track as to the sentiment ' expressed
to form opinions without solid founda
"And if I refuse?"
to
tiger that
be
the
like
shouldn't
in his whispered words.
"Why, in that case, being the Amer- tions. Be happy while you are young,
path.
Wild;
that's the
his
crossed
well,
tolerably
The hour .passed.
ican that I am, without any particular for old age is happy only in that re
a At.
I .
for
word
it"
as
nobility,
happiness of recollection.
flected
reverence for royalty or
"You are lauehine. Ah. I know! I
rose and excused 'himself. He took it is known, I promise to thrash you Write to me. here. I return in No
say dissipated." .
should
the steps leading abruptly down the soundly tomorrow morning at ten vember. Benedicite?" smiling.
Come, now. Celeste;
"Courtlandt?
terrace to the carriage road. He had o'clock, in the. dining room, in the
Nora bowed her heard and he put a
dissipated?"
look
does
he
rambling
way,
come by the other
the
bureau, the drawing room, wherever i hand upon it.
"No-o,- "
stone stairs which began at the por may happen to find you."
"He drinks when he chooses, he
ter's lodge, back of the villa.
Courtlandt turned on his heel and
Celeste stood behind Abbott and
flirts
with a pretty woman .when he
"Padre," whospered Courtlandt, "I hurried back to the villa. He did not studied his picture through
chooses,
he smokes the finest tobacco
am going. Do not follow. I shall ex look over his shoulder. If he had, he critical eyes. "You have painted it
when he chooses; and he
there
is
plain to you when we meet again."
might have felt pity for the young over too many times." Then she
gives
them
all up when he chooses.
The padre signified that he under man who leaned heavily against the looked down at the shapely head. ,Ak,
seasons; he comes and
He
is
like
the
upon
stood. Harrigan protested vigorously, gate, his burning face pressed
the longing to put her hands upon it,
nobody
goes,
can change his
he
and
head,
shaking
his
but smiling and
his rain soaked sleeve.
to run her fingers through the tousled
habits."
Courtlandt went away,
When Courtlandt knocked at the hair, to touch it with her Hps! But
"He has had no affair?"
Nora ran to the window. She could door and was admitted, he apologized. no! "Perhaps you are tired; perhaps
"Why, Courtlandt hasn't any heart
see Herr Rosen striding along, down "I came back for my umbrella."
you have worked too hard. Why not
a mechanical device to keep his
It's
'Umbrella!" exclaimed the padre. put aside your brushes for a week?"
the winding road, his head in the air.
blood
in circulation; that's all. I am
rresenuy, irom Denina a ciusier ui "Why, we had no umbrellas'. We came
"I've a good mind to chuck it into
most
the
intimate friend he has, and
probably
Is
man
which
up in a carriage
mulberries, the figure of another
the lake. I simply can't paint any
yet
no more than you bow he
I
know
by
very
the
going
a
minute
was
at
waiting
us
view.
came Into
He
this
for
more." He flung down the brushes
he goes."
where
and
lives
; his hat settled
at an angle porter's lodge."
crying
fool.
fool,
Celeste, a
I'm
"I'm a
"
"Well, I am certainly
that permitted the rain to beat square
for the moon, that's what the matter . "But look!" she cried in warning.
Abbott looked.
ly into his face. The next turn in the
is. What's the use of beating about
"Absent-minded!"
A woman was coming serenely down
scoffed Abbott the bush? You know as well as I do
road shut them both from sight But
your
in
anything
all
forgot
"You never
he path from the wooded promontory,
,Nora did not stir.
that it's Nora."
You
go
to
woman undeniably handsome in a
to
a
bed.
was
stopped
life,
turned.
.unless
and
it
Herr Rosen
Her heart contracted, and for a little
cedar-tintelinen dress, exquisitely
wanted an excuse to come back." Í while she could not see him clearly.
"You called?"
"Any excuse would be a good one
"Yes."
Courtlandt had caught up
"But what earthly chance have' I?" fashioned, with a touch, of vivid scarwith him Just as Herr Rosen was about In that case. I think we'd better be he went on, innocently but ruthlessly, let on her hat and a most tantalizing
fia6h of scarlet ankle. It was Flora
to open the gates. "Just a moment, going Padre. And by the way, Herr "No one can help loving Nora,"
represent
to
me
his
upon
begged
Rosen
a
Desimone, fresh from her morning
the
"No," in a small voice.
Jlerr Rosen," with hand
grets. He is leaving Bellagglo in the
and a substantial breakfast The
bars. '1 shall not detain you long."
bath
afflnl
"It's all rot, this talk about
There was studied insolence in the morning."
ties. There's always some poor devil errand that had brought her from
was confessedly a merciful
Nora turned her face onbe more to left outside. But who can help loving
tones and the gestures which accom
one. But she possessed the dramapanied them. u
the window.
Nora?" he repeated.
"Be brief, if you please."
tist's instinct to prolong a situation.
"Who indeed!"
"My name is Edward Courtlandt, as
CHAPTER XII.
"And there's not the least chance in Thus, to make her act of mercy seem
'
,
t
infinitely larger than It was, she was
doubtless you have heard."
the world for me."
'
The Ball at the Villa.
"In a large room it is difficult to
"You never can tell until you put It determined first to cast the Apple of
"It is all very petty, my child," said to the test."
remember all the introductions." ;
Discord Into this charming corner of
"Precisely. That is why I take the the padre. "Life is made up of bigger
"Do you think I have a chance? Is Eden. The Apple of Discord, as every
libertv of recalline it to you. so that things; the little ones should be ig it possible that Nora may care a little man knows, is the only thing a woman
you will not forget ft," urbanely.
nored." efor me?" He turned his head toward can throw with any accuracy. ,
To which Nora replied: "To a wom her eagerly.
A pause.' Dark patches of water
The artist snatched up his brushes,
were spreading across their shoulders an the. little things are everything;
"Who knows?" She wanted him to and ruined the painting forthwith, for
Little rivulets ran down Courtlandt's they are the daily routine, the expect- have it over with, to learn the truth all time. The foreground was, in his
arm, .raised as it was against the bars, ed, the .necessary things. What you that to Nora Harrigan he would never opinion, beyond redemption; so, with
"I do not see how it may concern call the big things in life are ' acci be more than an amiable comrade. He a savage humor, he rapidly limned in
me," replied Herr Rosen finally with dents. And, oh! I have pride." She would then have none to turn to but a score of impossible trees, turned
'
an insolence more marked than Court folded her arms across her heaving her. What mattered it if her own midday Into,' sunset, with a riot of colbosom ; for the padre's directness this heart ached so sfie might soothe" the ors which would have made the. Chilandt's.
"In Paris we met one night, at the morning had stirred her deeply.
hurt In his? She laid a hand upon nese New Year in Canton a drab and
"Wilfulness Is called pride by some; his shoulder, so lightly that he was sober event in comparison. Hé. hated
stage entrance of the Opera. I pushed
you aside, not knowing" who you were. and stubbornness. But you know;Ja only dimly conscious of the contact Flora" Desimone,' as air Nora's adherTou had offered your services; the well as I do, that your? is resentment,
"It's a rummy old world. Here I've ents properly "did; but with a hatred
anger, indignation. Ves, you tiaVe gone done all these ymri .
door óf Miss Harrigan's limousine."
. ."
wholly reflective and adapted to Nora's
'
"
pride, but it has not been brought into
"Twenty-sixí- "
"It was you!" scowling.'
smiling.'.-- '
moods.
c
Is
Üiis
that within which
affair. Pride
I uxlogix for that Tomorrow
(TO BE CONTINUED
"WelL that'e a long ümí. Never
A
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BPANISH-AMEBIOA-

FOR

MILLINERY

shooting out and up at the back.. The
model was trimmed with epray ' of
grayish-colorefeathers.
Another .was a Napoleon shape of,
black velvet and maline. Shirred maline formed the crown and brim, while
the facing was of black velvet. The
hat was trimmed with a single scarlet
rose at the left side front on the upturned brim.
One remarkably attractive small
model of black also shown in large
drawing was trimmed with two larg
white feather ornaments.

FALL

GREAT VARIETY OF HOUSES FOR THE HOGS
'

'

1

d

.

k

ADVANCE MODELS ARE ALREADY
BEING DISPLAYED.

,

Black Velvet and Satin, White Satin,
or Black and White In Combination Seem Destined to , Be

Popular Materials.
By MART DEAN.

rule, the first showing of au
tumn millinery is neither attractive
nor illuminating. It does not tempt
one to buy nor does it Indicate clear
modish
ly what will be
later in the season, and It consists
models,' made
chiefly of
up to supply the demand for first hats
that will replace the battered and
faded summer straws without being
radical enough to have an important
place in the new season's outfit.
Hog House, Showing Arrangement of
A Well-Buiand
However, the advance displays, both
side
...
The variety of hog houses is almost the cot is the large amount of work of spring and fall fashions are much
earlier than they
as great as the variety of individuals required to tend the stock. This is a
were even a very
using them. It is rare, indeed, to matter of no small importance. There
few yearB ago,
find even a semblance of uniformity are usually no windows, so there is no
and now we get a
prevailing in a community. There sunshine or light when the roof door
view of sone chic
reagenno
is closed. Theré is, however,
are, however, only two or three
French hats long
why
son
ventilation
windows
eral types which commend themselves
and
before the strict
to the careful hog man. Of the two should not, be provided.
smart
ly
iolk
The hog houBe floor is an unsettled
styles of large houses, the larger has
to
the
come
back
two rows of pens, an alley through the question.
The ground with woven
'Wf.
city's
haunts.
middle, and a jog in the roof for Win- wire stretched on top to prevent the
Buyers send over
dows to light the north pens, while the hogs from rooting makes a good floor.
at least ' a few
smaller nas but one row of pens, with Electrically welded corncrib wire is
well in
models
an alley and a row of windows on the very satisfactory. This makes a floor
of their
advance
easy
hogs,
on
almost
. the
south side. The double house is mucb which is
and
return,
own
bedded,
properly'
rats,
if
and,
free
from
reason
cheaper per pen, and for that
womthough
the
dry.
however,
is,
warm
is
also
it
and
is
It
to
preferred.
be
work
is
Less
an who does not
'required to care for the hogs than more difficult to keep free from dust
need a
absolutely
where a Bingle row of pens is used, than some other floors. Many con- In Black Velvet.
do
well
will
hat
says the United States department of crete floors are used,' but . they are
making
to
few
wait
before
a
weeks
cold, liable, to be wet, and are hard
agriculture.
Probably the cheapest house possi- on the hogs feet Often almost an en- her choice,' there have been attractive
ble is a low building with a single tire pig crop and many sows- aré lost models on view ever since the first
row of pens and no alley, but such by taking cold on concrete floors. of August, and the number of these
a house is much less convenient, espe- Concrete floors are, however, very sat 'model3 has Increased day by day.
Black velvet, black satin, white satisfactory when covered with plani
cially in stormy weather.
A large hog house should always overlays, or false floors, which should in, or black and white satin are the
Btand east and west, facing the south, be raised from the concrete about an materials most often used for the
so that the maximum amount of sun- inch by nailing cleats on the undei fashioning of the first fall millinery.
These models are, of course, built
shine may be had in each'pen. When side. The wood portion of this flopi
up
two
by
on the lines of those made of straw
inch
timbers
of
four
consists
a double house is used, which is much
to
apart
inch
and
are trimmed with flowers or
laid
about
pens
on
the
the cheapest, the outside
con
on
Cork
drainage.
brick
allow
feathers.
early
use
of
in
little
north are often
Flowers and feathers also trim the
spring and late fall on account of the crete makes an ideal floor from the
shade and the cold winds.' ' This diff- standpoints of warmth and sanitation, hats shown as' advance fait models.
The hats in the fall are prone to
iculty can be partially overcome by but is very expensive and the brick
pigs.
by
out
the
smallness comfortable, practical lit'Changing sows so that those which are sometimes eaten
.
v
i
..j
short
J
.
expensive,
l
are
Board floors
tle shapes, not too pretentiousand,
UH.VO iiwt lanuweu uuu luuao wnu iuu
and
ground,
off
up
cold,
if
the
as usual, a goodly supply of small
lived,
oldest pigs, which have least need of
harbors,
rat
worst
e
kind
of
pens,
hats is in evidence; but from the
makewthe
are
north
warm outside
found
generally
by
eight
feet
is
Six
first,
there have been shown, side by
side.
pens,
Bize
satisfactory
very
for
a
to
be
side
with
the small shapes, an unusual
large
hog
houses
In the majority of
inside,
done
to
is
feeding
be
if
but
large hats and medium-sizeof
number
placed
so
upper
are
not
windows
the
to
longer
ordei
pen
will need
in
be
hats such as have been worn
that the sunshine will strike the floor the
when it is most needed there. Indeed, to give room to feed and Water with during the late summer season. And
a hog house with the windows in the out getting the bed befouled. Verj it is predicted that the larg'er hat will
proper position is rarely seen. Direct large sows, such as are sometime not lose its prestige.
A majority of the large models are
sunshine should strike &e floor in kept for breeders, may need morí
wil!
pork
producer
of
room,
the
but
many
of velvet, though very fre
made
every pen for as
hours in the
pen.
dc
sows
larger
a
Small
not
need
quently
the velvet ends a few inches
possible
when
time
the
at the
day as
pigs are farrowed. Nearly every one not need this much room, and it mighl from the edge of the brim, and the
realizes this is a matter of the great- be good economy to make half of ths border is of maline or lace.
est importance, but too often the build- pens Ave feet wide.,' Five by eighi ; Some very stunning black and white
er does not take the trouble to find feet will accommodate a small sow hats are also on the sailor lines. A
model built, upon the sailor line was
out whether he is getting it or not. very well.
Ii
cases,
ventilation
In
either
most'
of black and white satin. White satin
Whether the large house, with indiIb
is
lacking
drafty.
house
the
or
indipens
is better than the
vidual
!ormed the crown and brim while the
double-wallebuild
a
perquestion,
an
is
open"
cot
vidual
facing" was of
haps1 largely a matter of individual ing, little moisture will gather on th( black satin. There
preference. Each has its distinct ad- walls even in cold weather, while ii was a trimming
vantages which can not be secured in a poorly, ventilated one thick coatí directly at the
the other. Many ' of the best hog of frost will often gather, and th back of delicate
raisers are now providing themselves whole house will be damp when th clusters of white
with both types of houses, and this frost melts. It is not easy to sé paradise, one
eems to be the mos, satisfactory cure a good supply of fresh air anc spray upstanding
prevent all drafts from striking th while" another fell
method.
There are, however, Eevera over the brim at
The small cot has the advantage of pigs.
satisfactory
quite
methods of ventila the left side.
keeping each sow from being disuse.
commonest one is
The
in
tion
Shown in the
turbed by the others, and lessens the
"to
of
some
the
windows so thej same shop with
make
danger from contagious and infectious
diseases. The disturbance in a large Will either slide or swing on hinges the two above dWhitewashing the inside of th escribed w e r e
house, however, is usually not a seri-pu- s
matter, and is often unduly em- house is an excellent practice. Be some smaller
e
sides going a long way toward disin shapes.
Som e
phasized. After the pigs get a
start there is .usually more or less fecting, .it increases the Jight maté were extremely
robbing where many are together. rially. WThen the sunshine strikes i eccentric while
The individual cot lessens this trou- whitewashed .wall, much of,, it is re Others " were likSimple Model.
ble." When the surroundings become fleeted to the floor and does a grea able little:" hats.
easily be moved deal of. good. Dark' houses wliich mus One model .was a-- close fitting turban
insanitary, the cot can
'
be used will be much improved bj of black velvet with a long tpoIn
place.
to a clean
Probably the greatest.disadyantage in whitewashing.
As--
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COMFORT

ON

WASHING

DAY

Simple Device Does Away With ths
Constant Stooping That Is Pain
,
ful and Injurious.
.

v

The busy housewife often complains
of backache after washing day; thli
is, 'as a rule, not due to the washing
of the clothes, but to the continual
stooping down to the clothes-baske- t
when putting out or gathering in the
clothes. This disagreeable pain could
be saved by simply tying the basket
to an old small table with four legs,
the basket could be nailed down, but
if tied it could then be used without
the legs by simply untying the string
at both sides.
The strings will easily thread
through the wicker of the basket, and
a hook could be screwed at each side

-

one-fourt-

h

1

on-th-

d

well-ventilate-

d

d

;

lit-ti-

-

of the table and the string attached;
it can be carried about quite eaBlly,
and no stooping whatever need be
done. If no small table is available,
the handy man can make Bupports on
the basket itself; this is done as follows: On the bottom fix two pieces
of wood, one at each side; at each
end of the wood fix bamboo rods, all
of equal size, of course. This will
make four legs, and answers exactly

the same purpose as the table.

Bamboo rods may be bought at
most hardware stores for very little; one rod would make two legs, bo
that the cost is very trivial; the rods
are ver strong and, firm. This is
such a simple plan, but the housewife
will be delighted if she tries It, and
what a saving to her health and time!

HEALTH AND BEAUTY
Cultivate the spirit of contentment;
all discontent and dissatisfaction bring
age furrows prematurely to the face.
More infants' lives are taken by
than by starvation. Never
liken an infant's digestion or diet to
V
your own.
Do not use a common pin in the
nursery. The safety pin or none for
all nursery, folk babies, mother, nurse
or maid.
po not fear the sunshine if you de- over-feedin-

g

v "
pjiu lu ivtop j
ful things of life do not grow in the
,

darkness.
Hard water should not be used on
the face. ' If living where soft water
cannot be obtained add ft pinch of borax or a handful of oat or almond meal
to the wash water.
v

Tiny Handkerchiefs.
smartest handkerchiefs - are
Very small and. of flne: batiste ór.linen,
'
"
'
.and. edged with a tiny" tulle frilL
Sometimes the initials" are embroid-ereqVotoe. til9 and sometimes
....
the batiste. .',
The
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of the many conventions to be
held in Albuquerque during the
Registered august 17. 1911
State
October l tó 10 will be
Irvin Ogden, Sr.
that of the New Mexico state
Editor and Publisher
dairymen's association. This or
ganization is a pet project of
Subscription $1.50 Per Tear
President Ralph C. Ely of the
Entered as second-clas- s
matter at
state fair commission, himself a
the postoffice in Roy, N. M.
piactical dairymanwith a large
herd of pure blood Jerseys. Mr
Ely sees in the encouragement of
the dairy industry the" develop
ment of one of the state's great
estresourses, not only for American farmers, but for the native
'
land owner who can be made in
dependent by the ownership of a
I
1
small dairy herd. The associa- has employed a secrétary whose
work from now until the fair begins will be the organization of
dairymen in the various farming
vi
Mr
communities.
Through the opening of the

SPANISH AMERICAN
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na

Democratic State
Ticket

Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M.
at Christian Churcn.
Your
presence is necessary.

CATHOLIC
Mass once each month at the
Catholic Church. Dates announced in advance.
Rev. Fr.

Local Surgeon E.P. & S.W.
Ry.

Office
Fairview Pharmacy
ROY, NEW MEXICO

Priest in charge,

Physician and Surgeon

Sermon every third Sunday
at 7.30 P.M. at Christian Church.
J. S. Russel, Pastor.

Office At

A. S. HANSON
Notary Public

i

,

Pastor.

Christian

Residence-ROY,vNE-

MEXICO

BAPTIST
First Sunday in each month.'
Service 11 A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Rev. R. A. Price

I

T. F. SELF

Legal documents and papers
acknowledged.
ROY,
NEW MEXICp

Rev O wTjearn, Elder
Services fourth Lord's Day of
each month at 11 A.M. and
8 P.M. Sacrament at
- Morning Service.

Col.
P. O. WHITE
MILLS

NEW MEXICO

AUCTIONEER
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Cry

Sales Everywhere,

Distance not Considered
Terms Reasonable

Lodge Directory

Satisfaction
G'r'n'fd

Homestead Lodge, No. 46

F. H. FOSTER

L O. O. F.

United States
Commissioner

Meets every Wednesday evening at
I. O. O. F. Hall, Roy, N. M.
Visiting members always welcome
Wm. G. Johnson.
H. Goodman
Secretary.
Noble Grand.

FILINGS-

- CONTESTS

with

Office

Roy,

Harmony Rebekah
Lodge No. 24, D. of R.
Meets in 1. O. O. F. Hall, Roy, N. M.
and 3d. Friday evening of each
month, Visiting members always wel-

1st

Grace v. Collins,
Miss. Blanche Kitchell, Secy.

Spanish-Americ- a'

:

J.B.

New

Mc.

LusK;

Attorney

at Law,

come.
Miss.

PROOFS

ETC.

N. G.

Prórapt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me.

Modern Woodmen Rcy,
of America

CampNo.14361

New, Mexico,

J. FLOERSHEIM
Notary Public

HARRY WOODWARD
Harness and Shoe Shop
Repairing a Speciality
Goods
Bought and Sold v

Also Second-Han-

Conveyances and transfers. Prompt
ness and care in all matters.

d

All Work Guaranteed

W. H. WILLCOX
,

'

3

E

.

Tues-makin- g

Physician and Surgeon

Presbyterian,

k

.

M. D. GIBBS

Ant. Cellier.
-

-

n.

G.B.Hall, Supt,

Rev.

model creamery at Albuqueruue

to the dairymen by lectures in
the exhibit" pens and at the
creamery, the dairyman may receive during the fair a complete
For Congressman
short course in dairying which
Harvey B. Fergusson.
will be worth many times the
For Corporation Commiss'n'r value of the one fare for' the
Adolfo P, Hill
round trip railroad ticket. The
fair hasjsecured a round trip rate
We seem to have started somefrom Roy to Albuquerque of
thing that we can't stop! When $10.71.
we suggested the "Crop Report
Issue" of the S A. we knew by
We are il receipt of a letter
recent experience that it would
be popular but we were not pre- from our friend, Joe Elek, of
pared for the spontaneous and Vernon T. M. now an American
enthusiastic reception accorded citizen but who claims Hungary
as his "Father land". Naturally
it.
We wrote Prof. Trumbull that he is deeply interested in the cawewantedhim to help withitand lamity that has involved his na
received assurance that he was tive country in a war of extermon the job and our friends who ination and he begs us to publish
are proud of their achievements an article in defence of the Teuin the agriculture line aré declar- tonic Alliance charging that the
Press of the U. S, has been mising themselves for it.
Prof. Trumbull suggests' led in its position regarding the
Oct. 1st as a good time for the war.
Issue and that will not give, us We find it impossible to accede
any top much time to"? repare the to the request'of our friend. We
pictures and data. We hall go have among our friends men of
to work with that end in view and all races aud we have found that
take this opportunity to urge here in America the Teuton, the
every farmer and stock man in Slav, the Ayrean and the Latin
this region to come to us with re- all meet on a common level and
ports on his acreage, yield and we can but judge a man by what
prospects and with pictures of he himself is not by the country
his home crops, stock or land- of his nativity. .
We regret that the murderous
scapes that will make attractive
illustrations for this Special issue instinct modern civilatiou has
We mean to make it as complete failed to eradicate from the
aud comprehensive as possible human race has led to this seemand will go after what does no ingly unprovoked war and we
come to us but you will want to fail to see greater crime in the
help it along and we need your assasinatiori of royalty, when
'
provoked byr tyranny, oppression
Let us all get together and and persecution than we see in
mrke this a paper you will be the ruthless murder of millions
glad to send to your friends in of their subjects in the attempt
the East who in their ignorance of monarchs to aggrandize themof conditions here are wasting selves and write their names in
sympathy on you, and compel blood on thé pages of history.
It is all a, travesty Upon our
them to realize the" wonderful
,
possibilities of,: this particular modern civilation..
part of New Meiico,
Cl. Reddic waa in jown
misfortune
the
had
Strong
Sam
corrections in his Final
week
his
last
hand
in
nail
a
run
to
,'. ' '.
Rroof.
and Is laid up by it for a time.

'
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THEIR .FRIERS III THE LONG AGO
Efficacy of Cow-Taj- ls
as Storm Producers, an Article of Faith
With Euchie Medicine Men Interesting Ceremony in
Which Indian Prays for Rain for His Corn-- No
Rain, No Pay for Performer.
v

New York.
The government at
Washington gave permission recently
to a band of Sioux to hold a modified
eun dance on one of the reservations
out In the Northwest. It was explained
that the resident agent had instructions to confine the ritual of the ceremonial to its purely religious features,
eliminating those fanatical demonstrations, designed to appeal to race prejudice, which have worked so much
in the past. It was a sun dance,
under, the clever manipulation of the
cunning Sitting Bull, which led to one
of the most frightful Indian wars.
n
.While' the sun dance is the
by name to white man, yet it
ia by no means the moBt important
of aboriginal seasonal" feasts. When
Capt. Sam Geer of Tallequah, Okla.
the "Indian Nation" as it is still
In the West arcalled by
L. I., a few days
Hempstead,
rived at
ago, on a short visit, he told how the
Euchie were "making rain" to save
;'
the corn.
"In the southern part of the old
Creek reservation, in what was the Indian territory, is located the; Euchie
village,1 which, holds the remnants of
a once powerful tribe that was subdued by the Creeks many years ago,"
said he. . "I passed through this village one hot July day. The weather had
been dry. No rain had fallen for weeks
d
and the grass was scorched to
Driving
ground.
hay on the
along the road a short distance beyond
the village, I saw a crowd of Euchies
on the banks of a small stream. There
were many squaws in the gathering,
and, wonderful to relate, they were
silent. I pulled up the horse and asked
John Sixshooter, the Creek guide who
accompanied me, the meaning of the
assemblage and of the silence which

icine man to provide a bountiful supply.

;

-

you the difference, and a very impor
tant one It is, from the Indian's standpoint. '.If the medicine man brings
rain he eaves the corn crop, and, in
retura for his services, he receives
a portion of the crop raised by every
Indian in the tribe. No rain, no crop;
no crop, no corn for the medicine
man. The wnite man preacner. gets
his corn whether he brings rain or
t
;
not.'
"'But tell me: If the medicine 'man
fails, what excuso has he to offer?
Those chaps always leave a hole
through which to crawl, ' without dis
turbing the popular belief in the effi
; .
cacy of their medicine.'
" 'You observe,' replied the chief,
who was an Indian of some education,
'that the rainmaker seemed to be
drawing on "unseen strings" from toe
northwest The rain always comes
from the northwest in this country,
and those "strings" were attached to
He was sure to draw the
clouds to himself, and there would
surely be rain unless some enemy of
his, or of his tribe, had planted a
hatchet, edge up,, between him and the
clouds I If a hatchet had been buried
to the northwest, why, it Is perfectly
plain the stringss would be cut in pass- -

"The members of the tribe were
massed on one of the banks of the
creek stolidly regarding the medicine
man, who stood some fifty yards away
on a little
knoll which
was clear of tree or shrub. He was
perfectly naked. At his feet was a
s
full of water from
tub,
the adjacent stream. The tub was a
plain, wooden affair, such as is used
by the country housewife on wash
days. On the ground, near the tub,
were two dried cow tails, with the
fringe of hair at the ends well preserved.
"Turning to the northwest, the medicine man swept the expanse of clear
blue summer sky with a searching
gaze. Probably he was looking for
clouds; if so, he saw none, for there
was not even the seaman's proverbial
'cloud as big as your hand' in the heavens. But the old Indian's face betrayed
He was
no sign of disappointment
grave, dignified and methodical In
bearing and manner. Some sixty years
of age, he was as erect as a young
buck' and a splendid specimen of the
red man. Stepping into the tub, the
medicine man squatted with his chin
on his knees. He sprinkled water on
his chest, on his head and over his
back, slowly, at ftrst, then more rapidly, until he scooped up as fast as he
could as much water as his hands
would hold. Soon his body was run
ning rivulets.
,
"Extending his arms at full length
before him, the hands open, palms
upward, the medicine man began a
Eemisa, the Giv
prayer to
er of Breath. It was a muttered sup
plication, in so low a tone that those
who understood the language could
not distinguish the words. This, no
doubt, by design. It would not do
for the members of the tribe to know
on such an
all the medicine-employeoccasion. They might witness the the
atrical display; but without the pre
else form of the communication to His.
I
sák-i-tEemisa they were powerless to
on their own account
medicine
make
'The prayer concluded, the medicine
man closed his hands, which all the
while had been extended, and drew
them slowly to his breast He began
another prayer. in an undertone, ei'
tended his hands, opened them when
at the full length of his reach, closed
them and drew them to his breast as
before.
" 'Seems to be pulling on unseen
i.
strings,' I remarked to John.
" 'That's whatever; 4ie's jist doln'
that same,' replied the guide. '
"After repeating the string-pullinperformance a dozen times, the medl
cine man, still muttering a prayer,
reached over' the side of his tub and
.,
picked up the cow tails. He shook
them in the air over his head with a
quick, jerky motion, laid them down
Follow Faith of Their Fathers, y and began again to pull on the unseen
times,
prevailed. ' He, shaded his eyes with strings in the northwest. Three man
medicine
regular
the
intervals,
at
a
his hands, looked at the crowd for
shook the tails. Then he stepped from
few minutes; and said: i ?'
" 'Reckon they Is 'bout to make rain. the tub; emptied the water on the
the forest to
I see the old medicine man an' some ground, and retired into
taking
and tails
tub
northwest.'
th' things they use when gettin' the
him.
with
ready for a play o' that kind.'.'
"Later I asked the old chief of the
'Do they' really make rain?'
,the meaning of the perform
Creeks
,
asked.
.
I
witnessed at the Euchie
anee
'had
say
they
do;
but,
like
"Well, they
'"
th' white man, they sometimes say a village. began the chief, 'let me tell
"'First,',
derned lot móre'n they mean.
you that only a few Sundays ago I
Euchies.
to
the
over
drove
"We
white man preacher pray for
John had. reckoned correctly .Rain heard aNow,
what was the difference
rain.
country,
and
was badly needed in the
white man's appeal and
the
between
med
upon
their
the Indians had called
in-Jur-

grass-covere- d

three-quarter-

y
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best-know-

"

rain-cloud-
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POPULAR DELICACY.

Mixture of Ingredients and the Cook.
Ing of the Batter Before Baking Are
Matter That Must Be Carefully Attended To.
Now that eclair shells are used in
so many different, ways nouBewive
are gradually learning that this new
form of pastry can be made at home

nstead of always depending upon a
professional cake maker. The recipe
must be followed exactly if good results are to be expected, for it Is the
mixing, of ingredients and the cooking
of the batter previous to baking that
produces the shell that Is now being
used as the receptacle for ice creams,
cold pudding and fruit mixtures, as
well as for salad and cheese combina'
'
tions.
Any reliable cook book will give a
correct recipe for chou paste, which
is the culinary name for the special
batter used for veclairs and . cream
puffs. Proper proportions are equal
quantities of flour and boiling water,
with half the quantity of butter. No
Bugar is used, ,as the filling, if. sweet.
Is sufficient. If the, shells are to be
filled with a salad or cheese mixture,
'
a little salt and paprika should 'be
added to the flour. They can be filled
and served either hot or cold.
Á recipe which will make 18 small
cupful of but
f
Bhells calls for
ter,' one cupful each of flour and- - boil
ing water and four eggs. Put the water and butter In a saucepan and as
Boon as the boiling point is reached
add the flour all at once and stir vig
orously, When the i smooth paste
leaves the sides of the pan, which is
a noticeable stage in the process, remove the saucepan at once. Let the
mixture stand for a few minutes and
then add the unbeaten eggs, one at a
time, beating the mixture thoroughly
after the addition of each egg. Drop
by spoonfuls on a buttered shallow tin,
shaping the batter in email rounds or
portions, havin small finger-shapeing the batter slightly higher In the
center. Bake about a half hour, reduc-- ,
ing the heat after the first ten min
utes. If removed from the oven before they are thoroughly baked the
puffs will collapse. A safe rule is to
take one out and If It does not, fall In
three or four minutes it is proof' that
the others are cooked.
With these shells as a foundation
some of the elaborate desserts now
served at fashionable restaurants are
an easy possibility to the home caterer. The chells being made in advance
no additional work is involved at the
time of serving, except splitting and
filling. Vanilla ice cream is a favorite
filling for hot weather dessert Pack
the cream firmly in the cavity, replace the top and pour over, all whatever appropriate sauce is preferred.
'

'
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NO PARTICULAR MYSTERY ABOUT
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dust-colore-
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SHELLS

one-hal-
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ECLAIR

that of the Euchie medicine man! You MAKE
don't care to say, eh! .Well, I'll tell

A

Modern Indian Girl.

ing over the sharp edge, and, conse
quently, the medicine man would lose
his hold on the clouds.
" 'Then if there should be no rain
Mr. Medicine Man would make it con
venient to find a buried, hatchet the
following day, while if theré should be
rain he would be' careful to say noth
ing of a hatchet or of hatchets?
j ," 'Well, something of the kind.'
"
" 'And the cow tails?'
'That feature of the performance
I have tracked back to the early days
when the Creeks, Choctaws, Seminóles
and the Chickasaws were known as
The Euchies 'were
Meescocees.
neighboring tribe, and, doubtless, bor
rowed much of their medicine from
the older and larger organization. The
Meescocees inhabited the country east
of. the Mississippi river; but occasion
ally the young braves crossed the big
stream to hunt on the buffalogrounds
some distance to the west.' When they
got up a herd of buffalo the game, on
being disturbed, had a habit of tnrow
ing their tails In the air, preliminary
to a mad gallop for, safety. If the
weather had been dry the herd was
soon lost in a cloud of dust This did
not bother Mr. Indian very much, for
he could track the beasts and gradu
allu run them down. , If a rainsWm
should, come up overnight, however,
the buffalo tracks were soon washed
out. and the herd, very likely, escaped
So the Indians interpreted the flirting
of the buffaloes', tails as an appeal to
th Giver of Breath for rain. The
medicine men incorporated the tal!
shaking in their medicine for that rea.
son. It was "good medicine" which
they had. learned from the beasts.
I

'
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Watermelon Honey.
Use the red portion only. Do not
remove the seeds, but crush and cook
the pulp until soft and then strain,
cooking until thick again. It takes
about three quarts of red pulp to make
pint of heney. A little sugar
juice may be added if
lemon
and some
honey
tastes better withThe
desired.'
out sweetening, but does not keep as
well. Heat the bottles, fill and cork
or seal.
one-fourt-

h

Good

Strainer,

An embroidery hoop of large size
may be put to helpful use In the
kitchen in fashiouf jg a jelly bag. To
make one of these improvised strain-

ers take a large square of stout
cheesecloth, slip the edges through
the smaller hoop and enclose with the
larger hoop in the manner of a piece
of embroidery. A stout piece of tape
secured to the edges of the frame will
make it hang.
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Notice For Publication

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
Sinioir Benfer

in

2323

VS

LOCAL HEW!

Gertrude E Benfer
In the District Court; County of

,

Mora,
-

ESZSSSZSESZSZ525Z5ZEÍ2SZSZ5Í5ZSZSES

;

October Term, A.; X. "1914.

1

The saiddefendant, Gertrude E.
Benfer, Is hereby notified that a suit
miJes northeast of here, sent us in Divorce- -'
has been commenced
a sheaf of "Winter Emmer" against you in the District Court for
Monday which is a revpalation in the County of Mora State of New
the way of cereals. He planted Mexico, by said Simon Benfer on the
one pint of eed last fall and har- - ground of abandonment that unless
you enter or cause to be entered your
v vested fifty large sheaves from
appearance in said suit on or before
it which are estimated at 100 bu. the 28th day of September A. D, 19Í4
decree'PRQ CONPESSO therein will
J of grain per acre.
"
This new grain has produced be rendered against you.
as high as 100 . bushels on , the J. B. LuSK Esq. ;
TitoMelenkz
,

dry-lan-

d

."
larger.
Mr. Nutter will have considerable seed from his crop which is
for sale at 10c. a pound,
v

,

Restaurant
Gas a B I a n c a

.

i

Jasper Nutter Jr! living three

Maxwell tract and is recognized
as one of the surest
crops.' It resembles wheat but
grows, taller and the grains are

Department of the Interior,
U, S. Land office at Clayton, N. M.
'
Aug 12 1914.
.
Notice is hereby given that lielle
Morford of David N. M. who, on
June 19 1911, made HE Serial No.
N.
013414for NE Sec. 18 Township-1Range 30 E. N. MÍ P. Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof, to establish claim to
th land above described before W.H.
Willcox U. S. Commissioner, at,
his office at Roy,N. M. on the 24 day
of Sept, 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
of David New Mex.
Ira Wood
"
"
John II. Wood
"
Gonzales
Julian
Jose Tranquilina Garcia Albert N M.
Paz Valverde,
Register,

Emilia Romero

Josephine Pacheco
' Proprietors

Good Meals. 25 cts
We feed you well and treat you right

Across from the Bank, Roy.N.M.

NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior.
Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

U. S.

July

29 1914

Notice is hereby given that Jasper
N. Nutter of Roy, Mora County, New
Mexico, who, on Oct. 8, 1910, made H.
Roylíew Mexico
Clerk
E. Serial No. 012225, for the EJ SE,
Attorney for Plaintiff,
Sec. 14 and the WJ SWi Section.
Notice For Publication
Township 20 N. Range 26 E N. M.
:
Seal
P. Meridian, has filed notice of InDepartment of the interior,
tention to make Three Year Proof,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M. to establish claim to the land above
described, before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
Aug. 12 1914.'.
Notice is hereby given that George Commissioner, at his office at Roy.
New Mexico, on the 14th day of Sept.
E Cochrane of Mills, N. M.who on Feb. 1914.
26, 1908 made HE Serial 01167 Add'l
Claimant names as witnesses.
Mrs Ida E. W atson, Prop. 08704
George M. Tower
d
W SEjjSl-NE- J
9 5
8
Oscar Blunk
J'
and
First Class Meals, Good Rooms, and 12,NEi-SEdwin F. Ivey
Township21 North Range 25 E Thomas C. Scott
Sec
Competent Service.
p.'
Meridian, has filed notice
AH of Roy, Mora Co., New Mexico
n. m.
Great-Wester- n
Block
of intention to make final Five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
Roy, N. M. above described, before F H Foster,
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.
Ú.S. Commissioner at his office at Roy Department of the Interior.
New Mexico on the 24 day of Sept. U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
8--

9--

The Roy Cafe

forEJ-SWi.an-

8--

Ei

.

The P. P. Pickering farm just
north of town sold recently thru
land Agency
the Nutter-Kern- s
to a party in Oklahoma. We are
ashamed to name the pittance
ceived for it but we hope the
misunderstanding on our
buyer wiH appreciate his bargain .A
part made us say last week that
and will live on and devfelope it.
the Entertainment at the J. Floer-sheihome for Mrs. Romine
Mr. Steinbaugh is suffering was given by Mrs. J. Floersheiin
from blood poisining in a wound and daughters. Mrs. F. asks us
in his hand he has carried it in a to correct it to read that this
sling for the past three weeks was a regular meeting of theClúb
and will for sometime yet. A and the other Embroidery Club
serious handicap for a thresher-man- . members were also hostess in this
v
case. ':'
m

.

"

SEJ-NW-

July

1914.

Claimant names as witnesses,
M. S, Bentley
Ben W. Hobson
v
Sam Fessler
Lew Peiffer
all of Mills, N. M.
Paz Valvrdt,
Register.
8--

9-- 19

2

1914.

Notice is hereby given that Pietro
Cogo of Roy New Mexico, who on
made R. E. No. 24706 serial No 06759
for NWÍ, Sec. 10, Township21N Range
26 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of Intention to make
Five
Year Proof, to establish claim to the'
land above described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office, at Roy, N. M., on the 14th
day of Sept. 1914.
cratmant names as witnesses.
Bernardo Rigoni,
Giacomo Rigoni,
Laandro Archuleta
John Schneider
5
8
All of Roy New Mexico
-8

--

Notice to the Public

account of the heavy movement
of grain and other crops, the railroad
'
companies traversing this Btate urge
the necessity of all shipper expediting
the movement of same by prompt re
week
this
occorring
Events
are
leasing
of cars at destination, and the
Iglesia Católica
with a sequence that seems int- loadingof allxars to their maximum
capacity In order to prevent a scarcity
K(TtrV. Pím PTfRT.Tf!ATTn?I.
Visita pastoral y Misa tendrán ended te drive the pencil-pushe- r
of cars for shipment of crops and Department of the Interior.
on a local newspaper crazy. other freight.
lugar en la capilla de San Jorge,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
July 29 1914.
doing
much
that
s
de Ron el dia 30 del mes de Agosto There is just
All shippers will be rendering a com
Nntfoa is hftrabv sriven that Albert
del ano 1914, a las 9:30 de la we can get time for but a glance mendable public service by complying S. Hnakins. of Rov. New Mexico, who
made H, E. and Add.
at some of the interesting things with the desires of the railroad com- On 846-7- ,
mañana, Misa del Carmen.
Sec.
05285 and 09023, for
Serial
Commisrespect
and
this
panies
in
this
Se debe de Avisar el dia antes that are transpiring. We dis23, N SWJ Sec.
14 and
sion would urge that this be done in
Sec. 2a. T:wnship 20N,
o sea a mi llegada en la plaza por claim any attempt at keeping a every, instance possible. On account 14 and Nt-N27 E. N.M.r. Meridian, nas
Range
los enfermos que reclaman los complete record of events this of the war situation and the blockad- filed notice of Intention to make
week. It would take a daily ing of exports at water terminals Five Year Proof, to establish claim
auxilios tiela Religion.
many cars are tied up for extensive to the land above described, oeiore
with a crew of reporters to do periods, and those in service between F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner at
A. C. Cellier,
office,
at Roy, N. M., on the thel4
his
doing
best
our
we
are
that but
Cura-Parrocinland points are urged to be released
1914.
Sept.
of
day
and we wouldn t trade this httle promptly, and loaded to capacity.
names as witnesses.
Claimant
Church Services shall take office right here where it is ap- STATE CORPORATION COMMIS. William Bowman
Sturgis
W,
B.
SION.
place in the Chapel of St. George
R. W. Mitchell,
w.Boulware,
R.
preciated fpr the biggest daily Santa Fe N.M. August 13 1914.
on the 30 day of Aug. 1914, at
México.
New
All of Roy
inthestatp.
Mass of Carmel
9:30 a. m.
This office has printed "bills for
. Notices of sick calls should be
a sale to be mabe by Roy Proctor
given the previous day, upon my
IrvinOgden Jr. has ordered a of Mills, Septembeo 6th. Mr.
tir rival in town.
new Bean threshing outfit which Proctor is selling out to go back
A. C. Cellier.
will be here and ready for busi- east and will dispose of one of
Ara
o
On

,

8--

9--

SJ-S-

Ei

,

Catholic Pastor. ness about September 1st. This
outfit will have fully three times
The job office of the SA. has, the separating capacity of his
It is new
been kept busy this week and little old thresher
has tufned out a very creditable thruoút, engine and all and was
line of job work along with the purchased with a view th having
rest of the business of the office. the best little outfit that is made
,

the best outfits for homestead-inon the mesa. He has $2500.
worth of stock and machinery to
sell and offers very liberal terms.
F. O. White is to be Auctioneer
and lunch will be provided on the
grounds for- - those;, who attend.
See the' bills and attend the

Ya

I7cxj?

g

at the present time.
Hillard Rhyne and family arIt will be mounted as the little sale. :
,
i
Calimaehine was and operated in the
rived in Roy Tuesday from
v
...
fornia and are visiting as the par- same manner and with the same
Pigs weigh
VANTED:-Af- ew
ental J. J. Cox home east of town crew as the other machine and ing 25 to 50 pounds. Call at
Their many friends here glad- will threse Cane and Maize much Variety Machine Works. - Roy
ly welcome them home again.
better.
New Mexico,

ü

Im
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1!

Urn's M

ra sue at ai tresis
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Production of ,2,700,000,000 bushels
of corn in the United States this year
Is the forecast of the committee on
statistics and standards of. the Chamber of Commerce of the United States.
Attorney General McReynolds will
be nominated by the President to the
vacancy on the Supr-m- e
Court bench
within the next few days, acording to
definite information obtained in official circles.
Nine steamers, some of them already under way, have been chartered
by diplomatic officers of the. United
Statesv as auxiliaries to ships of regular lines in moving: warbound Americans from Europe.
The President signed the following
nominations: Attorney. General James
C. McReynolds to bo a member of the
United States Supreme Court. Thomas
Watt Gregory of Texas to be attorney
of the United States.
Emergency shipping legislation advanced a step further when Senate
and House committees on commerce
voted favorable reports on the bill to
create a bureau of war risk Insurance
in the Treasury Department to insure
ships of American registry subjected
to the hazards of the European war.
Another step towards giving the
Philippines independence was taken
in Congress when the House committee on insular affairs favorably reported the Jones bill, which declares
definitely for the first time the purposes Of the American people as to
the future political status of the
islands.
The federal reserve . board agreed
to give hearings to representatives of
those cities and banks which have protested against the organization committee's selection of federal reserve
cities and arrangement of districts.
An indication of the effect of the
European war upon American customs
revenue was given In the treasury
statement, which showed tljat receipts of $11,118,643 so far this jnonth
are about $4,400,000 below the income
7
for the same period last year.
Congress passed . the emergency
shipping bill, which will authorize the
ships
President to admit foreign-buil- t
to American registry," so that commercial fleets may sail the seas under
protection of the American flag while
belligerents of Europe are at war and
scouring the ocean for prizes. .
"A new avenue of exit for Americana
stranded in Europe was opened when
the German government offered to
place at the disposal of the United
line
States a Hamburg-Americasteamer which would fly the American
flag to bring home refugees.
.Suit was ordered by Postmaster
General Burleson to recover from the
United 'States Beet Sugar industry
which it is alleged should
$37,600,
have been paid in postage on a pamphlet circulated under Senator Lodge's
frank while the Underwood tariff bill
was before Congress. ,
I

THE WORLD IM

PARAGRAPHS
A

BRIEF

RECORD OF PASSING
EVENT8 IN THIS AND FOR- -

Ill LATE DISPATCHES
DOINGS AND HAPPENINGS THAT
MARK THE PROGRESS

OP THE AGE.
Wcatern Newspaper Union Newt Eervic.
'

WESTERN.

The army transport Buford received
orders at San Francisco from the
War Department to depart for Galveston, Tex.,, via the Panama canal, as
soon as she can be made ready.
Ten officials of the big Chicago
packing house concerns were served
with subpoenas to appear before the
federal grand Jury which is to investigate the increase in food prices.
The, steamship Victoria from Nome,
Alaska, brought $200,000 of gold bullion to Seattle from the placer mines
of Edward peninsula. The gold output this year will be larger, owing to
abundance of water.
Preparations for the calling of a national boycott on eggs, beef and veal
are under way, according to Frank S.
Krause, president of the "Thirty Cent
Egg Club" of Cleveland, Ohio. He declared that the move would force
prices downward.
H. G. Dubose, chief of the United
States Immigration service at Brownsville, Tex., and J. G. Schoenbohma
railroad station agent of Alice, Tex.,
are dead as a result yof a shooting affray at a hotel, the cause for which
- has not been ascertained'
The strike of coal miners In the
eastern district of Ohio is to spread'
intQ Western Pennsylvania and West
Virginia, according to a decision
reached at Indianapolis by the executive board of the United Mine Workers of America In session in Indianapolis.
One hundred and fifty thousand
residents of ninety Missouri counties
spent one day improving the highways In their vicinities and when the
last tired worker ' had laid down his
pick and shovel and teams "put up,"
It was estimated that Missouri roads
had been improved to the extent of
.

v

..;'

'

'

$1,000,000.

'

passengers, most
of them Americans, who scurried out
of Europe at the outbreak1 of hostilities reached New York on the Cun-arliner Laconla from Liverpool.
There were 543 in the first cabin, 477
in the second and 648 in the steerage.
Sixty in the steerage were persons of
wealth, who could get no other accom; " J ''
modations., : '
A. McGovern of Wyoming was one
of the Catholic prelates who managed
to get away from France immediately
after war was : declared and the
French troops mobilizing. The bishop
reached Denver from New York,
where he landed on thé Olympic from
Cherbourg. Bilhóp McGovern spoke
sadly of the death of the pope, whom
he described ae the world's greatest
advocate of peace.
More

than

1,600

d

;.
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Irishman Evidently Imagined the Back
Yards of New York and San
Francisco Ajoined.

:

Coct-Co-

Entertaining Company.
"How was your tour of Egypt?"
"I enjoyed It immensely."
"I guess you saw the pyramids, tho
sphinx, and all the other sights?"
"Well, yes, but they didn't make
much of an impression on me. I fell
in with án old gentleman from Pine
Bluff, Ark., who could tell such funny
stories that I hardly knew whether I
was touring Egypt or Arkansas."
Birmingham

"I was strolling along a street of
Killarney week before last," said a
New Yorker. "As I passed a cobbler's
shop an' old man looked up from a
bench near the door and smiled pleasantly.
" 'The top o' the marning to ye,
Important to Mothers
sorr,' he said. I returned his salutaExamine caref ully every bottle of
tion in kind, and sat down to talk to CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
him.
infants and children, and see that it
'
" 'It's from Ameriky ye'll be, I take
it, sorr,' he said. - 'And from what Signature of
part?
In Use For Over 30 Years.
"'From New York,' I replied.
for Fletcher's Castork
"He nodded.
Just then his wife Children Cry
came out and spoke to me.
;v: The Reason. V . '
"'It's a great country,'-- went 0n the Parson How is it I haven't seen
cobbler. 'I have' two b'hys over there. you at church lately?
''
One's in a place called Worcester. I
Hodge I am't been.
forget the name o' the place where the
other Is, but it's near by the other.'
Red Cross Bag Blue makes the laundress
""Tis San Francisco, Patrick,' the happy, makes clothes whiter than snow.
wife prompted. ;
All good grocers. Adv.
'"Sure, and it is,' said the cobbler.
Lots of peopíe are thoroughly satis-fle- l
"I nivver couid remember the name,
"
with themselves because they
but I knew it was near by.'
don't know- any better.
FULL
FACE
PIMPLES
OF
A poetic genius is one who is able
to
convert his stuff into real money.
4240 So. California Ave., Chicago, 111.
"About a year ago my face was full
A widow says that one husband on
of pimples and red spots. To sleep earth is worth two in the other place.
one night without itching was almost
Impossible.
Some of the pimples
mm x Granulated Eyelids,
would get big and red and if I touched
Exes Earned by exrx.
them they would pain, while others
Sure IU Jin, vuai uiu n "
would get white heads on them and
quicklyrelievedby Murine
eye Remedy. Nobmarung,
when they broke open some matter
At
iust Eve Comfort.
came out. They would burn and Itch
Eye
Murine
SOc
Bottle.
per
Druggist's
Your
and I scratched them so that some-time- e SalveinTubes25c.ForBookellheEyeFreeask
they would break and bleed.
Druggists or Murine Eye Remedy Co., Cbicage
That always caused them to be worse.
I
"I bought all kinds of salves and
SPORT.
creams and I found out that they did
Clubn.
Standing; of Western
me no good. .1 noticed the Cutlcura
Won. Lost. Pet. Soap and Ointment advertisement
Clubs
and
Sioux City
...76 47 .618
577 I sent for a free sample. I went to Prompt Relief
71
52
Denver . . .
Permanent Cure
.569
53
St. Joseph ............ . .70
.500 the drug store, and bought a cake of CARTER'S LITTLE
61
61
Des Moines
.496 Cutlcura Soap and some Cutlcura
61
.60
Lincoln
LIVER PILLS never
66
55
.454
Omaha .
.398 Ointment and 'Í found the pimples fail. Purely vegeta
49
74
Wichita .
.395 were drying out.
.49
Topeka .
In two months I ble
act surely
.nu ii hv
tii wni
i
was., well." (Signed) Chas. J. Peck, but gently on
kiwi
A
r I
Three-rtiTTi
Yejle
of the Peoria
Catcher
the liver.
May 7, 1914.
team has been purchased by the ChiCutlcura Soap and Ointment sold Stop after
'
'
cago .White Sox.
dis
throughout the world. Sample of each dinner
tress-cu- re
Gales-burY
Jáck .Hruska, catcher of the
free.with 32-- Skin Book. Address postCentral Association team, .was card "Cutlcura, Dept L, Boston." Adv. indigestion, complexion, brighten the eyes.
improve the
sold to the Brooklyn Nationals.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
After being out of the running in the
Teaching by Example,
Genuine must bear Signature
first two heats,' Jim McBean won the
Farmer (to country boarders) Sor2:24 pace at the Prowers county fair- ry that you young folks got stung.
grounds at Lamar, Colo.
r
How'd it happen?
Gladys Astle, one of Cheyenne's
Spokesman Well you see we were
beet horsewomen, was kicked by a standing beside thé beehive wondering
savage hotee while she was practiclus how the bees made' honey. I guess
HAIR CALSAH
riding at Frontier park in Cheyenne they must have ovérh'gard ub, for they
A tolls prspuatloB of murft.,
Colo.',
the Dorothy came out and gave u a a few points.
At Grand Lake,
HolpitoriliMidaBAruff.,
ri
r..D.
won the Lipton cup in the final racs
Beauty
Gray
H
or
to
asr.
;
Fadd
money
knows
Every man who' has
600. anl si.oo MDraggxtt.
and that prize memento will remain
any
'"a
who
haven't
at Grand Lake for the 'next year in at' least hundreds
'
who are willing to jclve him pelotera
t.b custody of Captain Heustln.
W. N; U.," DENVER, NO.
on how to enjoy it
.
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WASHINGTON.

A proclamation was Issued setting
forth the neutrality of the United
States in the war between Belgium
--

and Germany.

.."

j- -

J

'

It is stated that no war taxes will
be levied until an;investigation shows
what sort woulOurden the people of
the United States least.

:
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Notice for Publication

Notlco For Publication

Notice for Publication.

'
Department of the Interior ,
,
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Ofilce. Clayton, N.M,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Nntter-Kem- s
Aug 5, 1914
Aug 18, 1914,
Notice is hereby given that Homer
Notice is hereby given that James E.
D.
Holmes of Roy, N. M. who on
Proctor, of Mills, N. M. who on Mar.
2
10,
1908, made HE No. 23149 Serial
7th, 1910 made HE. Serial No. 010675
Business entrusted to
06313,
forSEjSec,19 Township
for
21
Range 26 E. N. M. P.
N.
our care will receive
and4,Si-NWJand
Lots 3
the SWi
Meridian
has filed notice of intention
Sec. 5 Twp 22 N Rg 26 E. N.M.P.
prompt and careful atto
Fiye
make
Year Proof, to establish
Meridian, has filed notice of inten
tention.
tion to make Three Year Froof, ta claim to the land above described, be
ü. S. Commissioner F. H.
Nutter-Kern- s
establish claim to the land above
described, before p. H. Foster, U. S. Foster, at his office, at Roy, N. M.
Co,
Commissioner, at his office, Roy, N.M on the 23rd day of Sept. 1914.
N. M.
Claimant names as witnesses:
on the 8th day of Oct 1914.
J. L.Swaim
F.J. Sheltren
Claimant names as witnesses,
J. H. Mahoney
B.G.Tyler, ,
Frank O White
F O Seright
Notice of Master's Sale
Ross W Eaton
,
Frank Goehri
all of Roy, N. M.
Valverde,
Paz
all of Mijls, N. M.
Pursuant to a decree of ForeclosRegister,
ure and sale rendered in the District
Pa Val verde,
Court of the Fourth Judicial District
Register,
of the State of New Mexico, within
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
and for the county of
Mora, , on
Depatment of the Interior,
Notice For Publication
the 28th day of April, 1914, in a cerU.S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
tain cause numbered 2196 therein penDepartment
Interior,
of
the
Aug.5, 1914.
ding, wherein Will H. Baum is PlaintU. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M. Notice is hereby given that Kmilio
iff, and Alice M, Tyler, B. G. Tyler,
AugdSt 22, 1914.
Pampagnin of ,Roy, N,M, who on
Clyde H. Tyler, Nora Tyler Hardcas-ti- e
hereby
Harvey
given
Notice
is
that
made HE Serial No. 06548
P
and F. M. Hughes, administrator
J
M.
Mills
who
on
N.
of
Jones
for NEJ Sec 9 Twp 21 N Rng 26 E
of the Estate of John W, Tyler, deceased, are the Defendants, said action made HE No. 013247, for the NWJ of NMP M, has filed notice of intention
to make Final Five-yea- r
proof to es
being h suit to foreclose a certain SefitIo25, Twnship,22N.
tablish
claim
to
the
land
above
descrimortgage executed by John W. Tyler
Range 25 E. NM P Meridian has
bed,
w.
before
H.
willcox, U S Comdeceased, and the defedant Alice M. filed notice of intention to make Final
Tyler, wife of said decedent, to said three year proof, to establish claim to missioner at Roy N. M.
on the 22d day of Sept 1914.
plaintiff, and in which action the plain the land above described before
tiff obtained a Judgment against the F. H", Foster,, U. S. Commissioner at
Claimant names as witnesses,
above named defendants which remains Roy, New Mexico, . on the 10th day
Barney Rigoni
John Bonomo
unpaid, in the sum of S531.35 together of October 1914.
Jesse E. La Rue
Clark R Rush
with interest thereon at the rate of 12 Claimant names as witnesses- all of Mills, N, M,
percent per annum from said 28th day
Paz Valverde,
Chas Hicks
'
of April 1914, until paid and cost of C. E, Deaton
Retrister.
Russel Belknap
suit in the sum of $6.40, and for fore- J .H. Lebert
closure and sale of the mortgaged
All of Mills, N. M.,
premises hereinafter described.
Notice For Publication
Paz Valverde,
Notice is hereby given that I, C.L.
Department of the interior,
Register,
Justice, Special Master, heretofore ap
U.
S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
pointed by the Court herein, will, on
Aug. 5, 1914,
.
Monday the 7th day of Septemer, A.D.
NOTICE FOE PUBLICATION.
Notice
hereby
is
given that Maurice
1914, at two oclock in the afternoon of
N. Baker, of Roy, N. M, who on
said day, on the street in front Department of the Interior.
Ü. S. Land Office, Clayton, N. M.
made HE, No.23221
of the Postoffice in the town
22,
J914.
Aug.
theSl-NE015725
andAdd'
for
and Ei- of Roy, Mora County, New Mexgiven
Barry
hereby
Notice
J.
that
is
WJ-SNWJ,
Sec. 21,
NWl.andWl
ico, sell t Public Auction, to the high07 Twp. 19 N. Range 26 E.
N.
M.
8
on
Roy,
who
Kirby,
of
N. M. P.
est bidder for cash, the following de09 made HE No 05642 Add. 8304, Meridian, has filed notice of intention
scribed property, situate in Mora
WJ-NSec. 8, to make final three year proof, to es
SWi Sec 5;
t;
County, New Mexico,
tablish claim to the land above describ
Lots numbered eighteen (18), nine- Twp.. 20 N Rng. 27E N.M.P.
filed
of
notice
intention
Meridian,
has
ed, before F. H. Foster, U. S. Com
teen (19),- twenty (20), twenty one21
five
year
final
make
Proof
to
missioner at his office at Roy , N. M.
twenty-tw- o
(23),
22, twenty-thre- e
to
land
above
the
claim
to
establish
1914.
on the 23rd day of Sept.
(24), in block numberand twenty-fou- r
ComU.
before
S.
described,
Claimant names as witnesses,
ed three 3 , in the original town-sit- e
at his Clarence Leffler.
F. H, Foster,
of Roy, New Mexico, as shown by the missioner
H.Goodman
office at Roy, N. M., on the 8th day
H.
Baum
W.
Vidal
official plat thereof, and bounded as fol
Martinez
'
1914.
All of Roy,N. M.
North by third street, of Oct,
lows,
Claimant names as witnesses:
South by lot seventeen, 17,. on the
Paz Valverde,
C
William Bowman
F Williams
East by Mora Street, on the West by
.
Register,'
Charles E Kidd
Alley, same being covered by Store Frank Emerson
Building 20X124 feet and also Storage all of Roy, n M
All of Mill, N. M.
,
Building 18 feet by 175 feet and lumPaz Valverde,
ber yard.
Register.
Notice
That the total amount due the
Plaintiff at the date of Sale, exclusive
Hour of Death.
of costs of sale, will ba $560.75, and
When the hour of trouble comea to Department of the Interior,
an i that I will apply the proceeds of the mind or the body, or when the
U, S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
sale to the payment of said judgment hour of death comes, that comes to
Aug 18, 1914
high and low, then it Is not what we Notice is hereby given that Thomas J
and costs.
have done for ourselves, but what we Price of Mills, N.M. who on March, 16
C. L. JUSTICE,
have done for others, that we think
Special Master,
HE No 010674 for Lots 1&2
on moat pleasantly. Sir Walter Scott. MO.made
Sec. 5, Twp 22N Range
C. E. McGinnis,
Plaintiff's Attorney,
26E. n, M.P. Meridian, has filed notice
That ftlneerett Flattery,
81-2- 2
Santa Rosa, New Mexico.
of intention to make final three year
Imitation is the curse of modern life,
proof, to establish claim to the land
and it Is almost as bad to imitate one's
Local Superiority.
before F. H. Foster,
Tie superiority of some men la mere- self of yesterday as to imitate some- above described,
Commissioner,
at his office at
U.
S.
ly local They are great because their one else. A man should have the courday of Oct.
M.
on
9th
the
Roy,
N.
age to be himself the today himself.
associations are little. Johnson.

W. N.

0. H, Kerns,

Nutter,

i

Realty, Co.

lore

Real Estate
Roy,

.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Notice is
Aug 5, 1914.
hereby given that
Rigoni t Bernardo, of Roy, N. M. who, on Jan.
16, 1908, made hk 22548
Serial 06158
for NWJ Sec 9, Township
21 N. Range 26 E. N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
final Five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before W.H Willcox
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, N. M. on
the 22 day of Sept.1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jesse E. La Rue
Clark R Rush

-

U

-

9-- 26

8--

,

NOTICE FOE PUBLICATION.
U S Land Office, Clayton, N M
Aug 5, 1914,
Notice is hereby given that Rachel C
Wright, of Roy, N M, who, on April
151108, made Homestead entry
25063 Serial No. 06871for NEJ Sec. 17
Twp 21 N Range 27 E,N M P Meridiar
has filed notice of intention to mak
Five-yea- r
proof to establish claim to
the land above described before F H
Foster, U S Commissioner at his Office In Rmr M M nn thn 92nd Aav nf
x

Sept,

1914.

Claimant names as witnesses
O.

J. Chershner

Paz Valverde, Register

Notice For Publication

9-- 26

J,

W

10-1-

5--28

EJ-NW-

J;

Ei

to-wi-

-

.

te-wi- fe

9

J. M. Beard,

all of Rov.N M

--

8--

all of Mills, N. M7
Paz Valverde,
'
Register.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.M
Aug 6th 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Frank
B. Pugh, of Roy N. M. who, on
Sept 2 1911, madeHE Serial No. 013802
forSWJ, Sec. 15, Twp. 20 N.
Rarige 27 E. N. M. P. Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before F. H.
Foster U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, N. M. on the 23rd day of
Sept. 1914
Claimant names as witnesses:
A. S. Hoskins,
R, W. Boulware
Odis Hoskins,
B. W. Sturgis,
.

All of Roy, N, M.
Paz Valverde,
8--

9-- 12

Register.

9--26

For Publication.

Notice For Publication.

Department of the Interior,
TJ. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Aug. 6, 1914.
given
hereby
that, Jose N.
is
Notice
M.
who on
N.
Garcia, of Buyeros
012774,
for
madeHE SerialNo.
the NWJ Sec 26 Twp. 18 N. Rng.
XT Xf O Maxtítart
Via a fílaA.. nn.
SOW
tice of intention to make Three Year
Proof to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H, Fos
ter, U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, N,
M. on thé 23rd day of Sept,, 1914,
1914.
Claimant names as witnesses,
Gallegos, of De Haven N. M.
Elias
Might Trade foithe Wore.
Claimant names-a- s witnesses:
all
misLovato, of Buyeros N. M.
our
Socrates thought that If
A. C Proctor Filadelfo
O White
F
common
one
In
Garcia, of Buyeros, N. M.
fortunes were laid
E. H. Brockman Francisco
Ross W Eaton
heap, whence every one must take an
Elíseo Gallegos, of De Haven, N. M.
equal portion, most persons would be
All of Mills, N. M.
Paz Valverde,
contented to take their own' and do
;
;
Paz Valverde,
Register;
part. Plutarch.
Register.
,

P .S. Durrin,
Law,

Attorney at

U,

;

S. Commissioner,

Solano, New Mex.

V

.

8-- 29
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STATE NEWS
ASSUMING

GREAT IMPORTANCE
IN NEW MEXICO.

NEW MEXICO

PEOPLE

Estimated That Revenue From Useful
Hen Now Ranks Next to That
of Alfalfa.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
DATES FOR COMING EVENTS

Sept.
Aztec
Sept.
ton.
Sept.
cumcari.

San Juan County Fair at
County Fair at Farming- -

1.

16-1-

23-2-

Sept.

24-2-

8.

6.

vis.

Oct.

1-- 3.

Oct.

0.

Quay County Fair

5.

at

Western Newspaper Union News ServWe!'
Albuquerque, N. M Backed by

Tu- -

Curry County Fair at
Dona Ana County Fair at
Annual

34th

New Mexico

Live Stock and Products Exat Roswell.
Nov.
Meeting State Teachers'
Association at Albuquerque.
Oct. 19.

position
23-2-

5.

at Deming.

A building boom is on

,

The Santa Fé Chamber of Commerce
has been incorporated.
Several cars of apples have been
shipped from Hagarman.
There will be, about 100,000 bushels
of wheat shipped from Mills thU year.
The plant of the Magdalena News
was destroyed by fire of unknown or-

'

igin.

,

;

Plans are under way for another

'

-

;

Mrs. Jennie M. Haley, wife of John
A. Haley, postmaster and editor of the
Carrizozo News, died at her home in
Carrizozo.
Record yields of grain aré expected
on the Maxwell tract this year, the
crops having: fortunately escaped iu
Jury by the recent rains.
prospects at Wagon Mound
, Farm
are fine! One farmer nas ninety-eigh- t
acres in wheat that is estimated at;
y
fifty bushels to the acre,
'
Mrs. Blanche Douglas, of East
Raton, died at the Miners', hospital
from injuries alleged to have, been
Inflicted upon her by her husband.
The State Board of Education will
probably leave the selection of á state
flower to the Legislature. The school
children voted in favor of the cactus.

It is denied in financial circles at
New York that the entire amount, of
the $10,000,000 and more gold. taken

i

A.

.

3

from the Kronprinzessin Cecille is to
be sent to Ottawa.
The Carolyn of the Luckenbach line
left New York for San Francisco via
the Panama canal, She carried a general cargo, expecting to reach the destination in twenty days.
.
Five persons were killed, seven
seriously injured and forty others
hurt in Wilkesbarre, Pa., when a
cyclone swept the southern section
known as the Heights and part of
Wilkesbarre township.
Mrs. Ruth Bryan Leavitt Oweu,
daughter of Secretary of State Bryan,
who is now the wife of an English
army officer has written to Mr, and
Mrs. Barnette T. Napier of Glenwool
Springs, Colo., asking their help in
the collection of food funds for the
English poor.
Cargoes of coffee purchased in Brazil before the war aré gradually arriving in New York, and while warehouse deliveries showed a considerable increase last week, the visible
supply lost only some 30,000 bags for
the period, being now 1,448,490 bags
against 1,559,525 last year.
Miss Cornelia E. Bryce, daughter of
former, minister
Lloyd Stevens-Bryce- ,
Glfford
and
Netherlands,
to the
of the
forester
chief
former
United States, were married in the
Episcopal church at Roslyn, L. I.
An agreement has been reached be
tween ther government and the New
York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company for the peaceful disso
lution of the New Haven system, according to announcement after a meet- ftie.of the road's directors at Naw

i
'

ut.y
HARVEY B. FERGUSSON,

j

at the Democratic state, convention
The President has nominated the held here, and Adolph P. Hill of San
following New Mexico postmasters:
ta Fe was nominated for corporation
G. U. McCrary, Artesla; William D.
The convention en
commissioner.
Wasson, Estancia: E. R. Gesler, Co dorsed the state and national Demo
'
lumbus.
cratic administrations, praising Wood
Albuquerque Democrats passed res- row Wilson.
."
olutions that $2,500 ought to be a high
ofllarv fnr anv county official
otiniio-Big Business at State. Land Office
and opposing the constitutional amena-- '
Santa Fé. The, State Land Office at
'.
ments.
.
Santa Fé did a big business for July
The Democratic state convention The receipts were $42,945.81, andthe
was held at Santa Fé. A majority of payments $11,702.15; with balance at
the counties of the state instructed the close of the month, $409,268.44
their delegates for Congressman
The total of notes due the state is
"
$636,297.92 and the deferred payments
The Pecos Valley distributors have on contract to purchase, aggregate
shipped seventy cars of cantaloupes $6S8,875.55, a grand total . of obliga
from Roswell since the opening of the tions due the office of $1,325,173.47,
season. They are now shipping at the Of this amount, $249,445.26 becomes
due October 1,' 1914. Of the tota!
rate of ten cars a day.
granted by the enabling act
," The Estancia valley towns nave lands
only
330,525.04
acres remain to be se
taken up in earnest the proposition of
I he State Land Office, al
by
lected
' Oklahoma parties to make a thorough
though a vast ácreage is still pending
: deep well test of the underground flow
the Department' of the Interior
and a substantial fund has been put before
York.
"
for approval.
.

;

.'.

--

n.

The Registration Days for the
Fall Semester Are Sept. 7 and 8.
Inquiries of any character will
be answered in the first mail
when addressed to
THE CHANCELLOR. University
Park, Colorado.

"FAMOUS" WATER

THE

ELEVATOR

FOR IRRIGATION
Five-ye-

Pin-cho- t,

;

'.''1'

guaran-

ar

tee. Thirty days'

trial. Our
catalogue will
explain how to reduce your pumping
expense fifty per

'

.

School of Commerce
Saturday College

Denver Law School
Dental School

GENERAL.

,
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nearing completion, reports the road
engineer of the forest service upon hia
return to Denver headquarters. The
road crew at work on a strip eight and
a half miles In length over the pass
Is making excellent progress, and with
favorable weather conditions should
finish the road before winter sets In.
This new link, covering a distance of
pro
sixteen miles, is a
.county
and
the
Saguache
ject between
-sharing
party
forest service, each
eaually the cost of construction. Work
was begun last year, at which time
three miles was put through, outside
of the boundary of the Cochetopa for
est by the county commissioners, and
four and a half miles was built inside
the forest under the supervision of the
forest cffleers.
According to the road engineer, this
strip is a double track roadbed and follows a natural water grade, on a
southern exposure, through the forest,
thus eliminating any need for large
bridges. The average maximum grade
is but six per cent, of which there Í3
not more than three miles in the aggregate, the remaining portion of the
road consisting of easy grades. By
reason of the low elevation, absence of
steep grades, and the open country
through which It passes, it is expected '
that the Cochetopa Pass road will
form one of .the best and most traveled state highways across the continental divide.
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The business houses of Alamogordo
have inaugurated a half, holiday for
the rest of the summer.
Estancia has arrangements under
way and about completed for sinking
a deep well, for artesian water.
H. J. McGrath of Lordsburg, bought
Mrs Snrah C TTnrnpr'a ranchea and
vutie, consideration, $&u,uuu.
"graduates of the Tucumcari
V-T'
public schools are making good, according to Superintendent J. S. Hofer.
.
. i
Cowboy sports ana a Dig Daroecue
will entertain the people of Orange at
festival, September 15 and
a two-da-y
'

pounds.

Road Over Cochetopa Pass to Qpo
;
New State Highway.
Denver. Construction work on the
high
new link in the
way leading over Cochetopa Pass is

The Russian embassy at London Is
n receipt of a communication from
the general staff at St., Petersburg
saying that the Russian mobilization
s completed and that eleven members
of the Russian Imnerial family are
already at the front.
Count Von Benckendorff, Russian
Ambassador in London, hág received
teleeram which states that hia
FERGUSSON FOR CONGRESSMAN.
youngest son, Count Peter VonBeucKslightly wounded in tha
Renominated by New Mexico Demo endorff, wat
Good is no good, but If it be spend;
fighting with the Rus
while
shoulder
cratic State Convention.
sian forces on the German eastern God glveth good for no other end.
Albuquerque, N. M. Harvey B. Fer- - frontier.
Spencer.
,
.
gusson or Albuquerque was - renomi
Carranza,
the
General Venustiano
nated for Congress to succeed himself supreme chief of the Mexican revolution, and now provisional president of
UNIVERSITY OF DENVER
the republic, entered Mexico City.
More than 150,000 persons crowded
DEPARTMENTS AT UNIVERSITY PARK i
the line of march. As General CarWarren Academy
Arts
College
Liberal
of
through
the
ranza and his staff passed
Summer School
Graduate School
cheering crowds they were showered
DEPARTSIENTS IN THE HEART
OF DENVER l
with flowers and confetti.

auto race between Silver City and
Deming.
The Deming ppstoffice has been
equipped with new furniture and a
new safe.
The First State Bank of Tularosa
will put up a building 25x50 feet, with
'
' '
plate-glas- s
front.
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newspapers of the state, which appear
to be taking an exceptional interest in
it,. the poultry ' industry is assuming
importance in New Mexico. Those
in a. position to know, estimate that
the revenue derived by farmers from
the useful hen now ranks next to that
from alfalfa, hefetofor the chief farm
product. The annual state fair poul
try show at Albuquerque, for which
entries now, are being made, ' has
called attention to tlm interest the
newspapers are taking in promoting
the poultry industry; - The total of
prizes and trophies for this show this
year will have a value, of $2,000 or
more, placing it on a financial basis
With the big shows of the country.
Another interesting feature shown
by study of 'the entry lists is that
more than half of the entries are by
railroad men in the train service of
southwestern railroads, the entries
coming from, engineers, firemen and
conductors in Colorado, nearly all
railroad division points in New Mexico and Arizona and from El Paso.

Clo- -

State Fair, Albuquerque.

dispatch to the Havaa agency
from Naples sayg, that a bomb thrown
compartment of a
at the first-clas- s
exploded and in
Rome,
for
bound
train
ured a number of traveler!.'
Grecian subjects to the number of
280 all of whom fought in the recent
Balkan wars as well as a large num
ber of Italians, offered their services
at Paris" to the French military authorities. .
. i
The fight arranged between "Gun
boat" Smith, the American heavy
weight pugilist, and "Young" Ahearn
of New York, has been postponed until Aug. 24, owing to the illness of
Ahearn.
According to the Milan correspond
ent of the Chronicle, the main body of
the Montenegrin troops has been in
corporated as an army corps In the
Servian army. They have entered
Herzegovina near Trebinje.
American officers in charge of the
relief of stranded Americana in
France arrived in Paris on a special
train from Cherbourg, bringing with
them five sealed casks, each contain- ng $50,000 in gold and weighing 198
A
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WOLCOTT SCHOOL
The West's Leading School for Girls.
Equipment. Fully Accredited. High Grade. Opens September 16th. Catalogue on request.
Address WOLCOTT SCHOOL
Department A, Denver, Colorado.
Up-to-da- te

USED MOTORCYCLES
We have

over

60 motorcy-

air makes,
from25up. Motorcycles
shipped anywhere.all guaranteed bargains. Send for
free bargain list. WESTERN SUPPLIES CO.
1850 Larimer Street, DENVER, COLORADO
cles on hand

THE STUDENTS' SCHOOL OF
AOT

1311 Pearl
DKAW1INU,

St., Denver, Colorado
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HENRY READ, Director.
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LIVE MAN familiar with country
methods to invest In our buslnes.
Salary flSfl
Permanent ixwltlon.
monthly. Investor should be willing to learn office
or traveling end of business later take charge ol
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with 20 woTds for an advertising Slide
for the picture shows of your own town.
H. D. SMITH CO., 240ft 16th Street, DENVER
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Wendeland, of Vernon
Texas has been here this week
looking over the land in company
with Fred Fluhmann. He has
closed a deal with John
Schneider for his claims and
will return and file if the deal
falls throuch. In the meantime
'
he will read the J

And see the Large New Stock of GROCERIES
Now on our Shelves. Our Market is Complete
vitn.a une or rresn ana laurea meats.

Mrs. D. Ella Romine lefa Tuesday, for Cherry vale, Kansas, her
old home where she will teach
school this wiuter. Her many
friends here regret her leaving

Large Stock now here and on the new Shelving More Com
mg. American Lady and American Gentleman Styles.
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and predict her return next summer.
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All New Patterns The Last Word in

Buy your gasoline of F. S.

per Gallon.
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The sale at Mrs. Matilda Roy's
ranch Saturday .was a success.
All the property sold well and
some of it exceptionally so.
Cows and calves sold for an average of over $60.00 and yearling

New Stock of Hardware and Cutlery

heifers brought $37.00. ,

Wago ns and Jrar;
Machinery no w here

Notice Cream Shippers

OSLO

....

Fred Brown Pays 23 cents
'

for Cream
Notice of Sale of Bonds

Public notice is hereby given that
school distristno 33 to wit, the school
district of Boy, in the county cf Mora
in the state of New Mexico, has issued
bonds for the purpose of enlarging and
repairing a school house in the said
district' through the Board of school
directors of the said school district
thereunto duly authorized by a majbr-it- y
of the quailed electors of the said
school district, at a lawful election ofj
the said qualified electors duly Called
by the Board of school directors of
the said school district, the total
the said bond issue being
two thousand dollars In denominations
of five hundred dollars each due twenty
'years after date, and redeemable at
the pleasure of the said school district
at any time after ten years drawing
interest at the rate of 6 per cent, inat the
terest payable
Treasurers office at Mora N. N. the
said bond9 being given in the name
of the said school dlatrict, and being
duly signed by the chairman of the
said board of school directors, approved by the County , Superintendent of
the County of Mora, delivered to the
Collector of
Treasurer and
the said County of Mora, the said
Collector
Treasurer and
having given his receipt to the 'said
Board of Directors.
Notice is further given that the said
Bonds will be sold to the highest bidder but that none of the said bonds
will be sold for less than ninety cents
on the dollar Bids will be received
by the undersigned for the purchase of
said bonds up to September first twelve
o'clock, of said day, A. D. 1914.
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We are Better Fixed than ever to supply your
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vants in every Department.
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Illicit Still on an Island.

Pigs on Shipboard.
Mrs. S. Tyler is a new addition
The ' County Galway police have
The killing of a pig at séa is always
a large capture of "potheen" bar
made
S-to the list of
an occasion of touch Importance, not
readers.
rets,
tubs,
and a fully working stilt at
only for the reason that fresh meat Is

to be enjoyed a great luxury on a Gorumná island. They left the mainland in, the middle of the night, and
Mrs Louisiana Farmer came sailing ship after perhaps months of concealed
themselves on the island unwhat
is
because
provisions
but
salt
down from Trinidad-thi- s

week termed a 'f pig breeze" or favorable til they discovered

and will look after her claim for

wind may be looked upon as a cerPigs when kept on sailing
tainty.
a time.. She will also prove up
ships are often let out of their pens,
on her additional homestead
and their movements, which are bewhile here. She is stopping for lieved to foretell the state of the wind
the present at the Oriental hotel. to be expected, are watched with keen

Interest

John Nowlin brought his eldi
In Bad Snape.
est daughter to Roy Tuesday to Mistress "What did, the doctor
JOHN R. STRONG,
"
send her to a relative in Oklahoma Bay was the matter with you,
Treasurer and
Rastus "He say I got a torCity where she will attend school pedo libbah,' ma'am." Washington
Collector for Moro' County j
this winter.
Herald.
New Mexico.
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Bmoke arising from
the still, when they rushed the place.
They captured three of the smugglers
and 4,400 gallons of wash. London
Tit-Bit-

s.

Ancient Term of Forestry.
Conan Doyle. In his "Sir Nigel." the
scene of which, is laid in the fourteenth century, mentions the following
terms. used In forestry at that time:
A cele of badgers, a skulk of foxes, a
pride of lions, a eingular of boards, a
sounder of swine, a nye of pheasants,
a gaggle of geese, a badling of ducks,
a fall of woodcock, a wiap'of snipe.
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